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April 1988 through December 1993 Activity under DoD Contract N00014-88-K-0711I
I

SUMMARY OF SCIENTIFIC GOALS

During the 5 1/2 years that this contract was active, the scientific goals evolved to include

three main areas of research: 1) Typhoon monitoring using passive microwave observations,

3 2) The ONR tropical cyclone motion initiative, and 3) Participation in the tropical cyclone motion

field experiment (TCM-90). Accomplishments and scientific results from each of these topics

I are summarized below, with details given in the Appendices.

I
I

I FINANCIAL SUMMARY

I
A total of $290,369 was provided to support the tasks of this contract. Spending terminated

3 on 31 December, 1993. Of the total spent, $121,988 was used to support the research on

microwave applications, and $168,381 went to support the motion experiment and related

I research.

I
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SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND SCIENTIFIC RESULTSI
1) Typhoon Monitoring Using Passive Microwave ObservationsI

Funding ($121,988) from the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (now Phillips

Laboratory) administered through N00014-88-K-0711 supported the development of

techniques to estimate the intensities of typhoons from satellites. Specifically, our objectives

were to develop practical techniques for estimating tropical cyclone intensities from the current

generation of microwave radiometers, the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) on board the

civilian NOAA series spacecraft, and the Special Sensor, Microwave/Temperature (SSM/T) on

the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) spacecraft. The physical basis of these

I techniques lies in the structure of tropical cyclones and the properties of microwave radiation in

the 55 GHz band. The maximum wind speeds of typhoons are closely related to the reduction

in sea level pressure at the center, which is in turn directly related to the magnitude of the

3 warming in the upper-troposphere (roughly 150-500 hPa). At terrestrial temperatures,

molecular oxygen (02) emits small quantities of microwave radiation at frequencies around 55

I GHz (wavelength of 0.5 cm). The quantity emitted is proportional to the air temperature so the

strength of the tropical cyclone warm anomaly can be deduced from the amount of microwave

radiation coming from the storm center relative to the surroundings. The stronger the radiation

from the center, the stronger the warm core and therefore the pressure drop and surface

winds. This is also true of radiation at higher frequencies (such as infrared), but microwaves

I are uniquely suited to tropical cyclones because they alone can pass largely unattenuated

through accompanying thick cirrus cloud canopies.

U
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a. statistical technique

The first technique developed involved a statistical relationship between MSU

observations and western North Pacific typhoon intensity, and was an extension of an earlier

study which examined Atlantic hurricanes. Microwave radiation at four distinct frequencies

observed by the MSU was used to prepare atmospheric soundings at the storm center and

around its periphery. The strength of the warm anomaly was defined by the retrieved

temperatures at 250 hPa (about 11 km altitude), which is the typical level of maximum warming

in typhoons. Nonlinear regression relationships were then fitted between these warm anomaly

measurements and surface pressure reductions and maximum wind speeds, respectively for

82 western North Pacific tropical cyclones of the period 1980-1984. Figure 2 in Appendix 3

shows the resulting statistical relationships on the dependent data set. Other factors such as

eye diameter, latitude, intensity tendency, and climatological intensity distribution were also

I investigated with the following conclusions:

I 1) Overall on the dependent sample, the technique can estimate the central pressure

reduction with a standard error of estimate (SEE) of 13.2 hPa.

2) Because the sample used to develop the technique contained a large percentage of

I intense storms for which the estimates tended to be poorer, it was estimated that the

i expected root-mean-squared (RMS) error of the technique applied to all storms in the

western North Pacific would be around 11-12 hPa.

I 3) Intensities of filling storms can be estimated most accurately, with an SEE of 9.5 hPa.

I 4) Estimates of the intensities of deepening storms are less accurate (SEE of 15.1 hPa)

and depend upon the eye size, with storms having smaller eyes being more intense.

These results are described in further detail in Velden and Merrill (1990) and Velden et al.

(1991), which can be found in Appendices 7 and 3, respectively.
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3 b. physical technique

A technique that could also be applied to SSM/T data is desirable, but the direct

statistical approach described above was impossible. The statistical relationships already

I described for MSU cannot be applied directly because the fields of view (FOV) of the two

sensors are of different sizes (110 km and 180 km respectively) and both are larger than the

25-75 km diameter of the peak warming of a tropical cyclone. Even under the best of

conditions, the microwave observations of the warm anomaly underestimate its actual strength

because they are influenced somewhat by the region outside the peak warming. The statistical

relationships for MSU contain an implicit correction for that sensor's underestimate but are not

appropriate for SSM/T. It was also not possible to develop separate statistical relationships for

SSM/T, because doing so requires nearly simultaneous SSM/T observations and aircraft

reconnaissance ground truth estimates. However, westem North Pacific reconnaissance was

I discontinued in 1987 and the available SSM/T archive begins in 1988.

The approach chosen was to model explicitly the interaction between the antenna

pattern and the position, horizontal size and shape, and amplitude of the warm anomaly. A

numerical approximation of this model can then be used within the formalism of maximum

likelihood estimation to retrieve the warm anomaly strength from a set of passive microwave

observations near and around the storm center. The warm anomaly structure is approximated

3 by a function of radius from the storm center that has four parameters which can be varied; its

size, shape, and amplitude, and the background brightness temperature. The following steps

are used to estimate the warm anomaly strength:

I 1) Given an initial estimate, or "constraint" of all of the warm anomaly structure

parameters, use the model structure and satellite navigation, viewing geometry, and antenna

pattern to predict what the observed radiances (brightness temperatures) should be in a

particular case.

I
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2) Compare the predicted brightness temperatures with the actual observations and adjust

the structure parameters so as to make the predicted brightness temperatures agree more

closely with the observations.

3) Compare the new structure parameters with the constraint values and adjust again to

minimize differences where possible

I 4) Repeat 2) and 3) iteratively until the "most likely" values of the structure parameters are

obtained, given the constraint values and the observations.

A preliminary version of the technique was refined by adding a linear function of latitude

and longitude to the background brightness temperature, and the addition of simulation

capability to allow SSM/T antenna patterns and scan geometry to be tested. This later version

of the technique was applied to a 77-case subset of Velden et al.'s (1991) western North

Pacific sample. This preliminary research proved the concept of the technique by showing that

the retrieved warm anomalies were better estimators of tropical cyclone intensity than warm

anomalies estimated from raw MSU data before retrieval. Simple simulation studies with an

SSMIT antenna pattern (but still using MSU scan geometry) also showed that the technique

I could correct for the antenna pattern differences (see Appendix 5 for further details).I
Based on these results, work began on an operational prototype that would be able to

both simulate and process observations from both MSU and SSM/T. The operational prototype

also adds warm anomaly position to the retrieved parameters and allows for explicit treatment

I of the effects of position estimate errors on the results. This work commenced under grant

I N00014-88-K-0711 and has continued under contract N00014-91-J-4158 which ends on 30

September 1994. Simulations of algorithm performance for both MSU and SSM/T for a variety

of scan geometries, warm anomaly amplitudes, sizes, and shapes, and estimated position

errors are the subject of a recently submitted manuscript (abstract in Appendix 1).I
I
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2) The ONR-Sponsored Tropical Cyclone Motion InitiativeI
Forecasters have long suspected that the motion of tropical cyclones is primarily governed

I by the surrounding environmental flow, often referred to as "environmental steering". Recent

studies have identified other influences, however it is still accepted that the environmental flow

is the dominant mechanism in most cases. Our research objectives under the motion initiative

were to define this environmental steering in terms of tropospheric depth, and in relation to

storm intensity. This work is based on the hypothesis (and some supporting evidence) that

intense (weak) tropical cyclones are generally associated with a greater (shallower) vertical

development of the cyclonic vortex wind field. The vortex is in turn advected by an

environmental flow determined (in a vertical sense) by the tropospheric depth of the vortex

I wind field.

To test this hypothesis, track forecast sensitivity experiments were performed using a

barotropic forecast model. The model was initialized with environmental wind fields derived

using varying tropospheric depths. The resultant track forecasts were then compared to actual

tracks (using best track data) in order to determine the layer which best approximated future

motion. Once determined, the optimum layer flow field was then compared to the storm

intensity to investigate a relationship between steering depth and storm intensity. This

procedure was repeated for a large sample of cases. In order to determine if the relationship

between steering depth and intensity is a universal one, the study included two independent

I tropical cyclone basins (Australian and Atlantic). The results of this study will allow the

operational community to better assess the current and future steering regimes on a case by

case basis, and can also be used to more properly initialize numerical track forecast models

that use a layer-mean wind analysis as initial input.

I
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The results of our work show that the motion of Australian region tropical cyclones is best

approximated by tropospheric layer-mean wind analyses of variable thickness depending on

storm intensity. Barotropic model track forecasts were used to specifically determine the

optimum layer of environmental steering for different intensity classes. Selected combinations

of horizontal and layer-mean wind analyses were used to initialize the forecast model for 300

cases covering a wide range of intensities. Results of the sensitivity tests indicate that shallow

layer-means consistently outperform single-level analyses, and are best correlated with storm

motion in weak and moderate intensity cases. Deep layer-means are best correlated with

future motion only in very intense cases (see Appendices 4 and 6 for further details).I
In the Atlantic basin, a similar approach was utilized to identify the steering/intensity

relationship. The general trend observed in the Australian region (increasing depth of layer-

mean wind steering with increasing intensity) was also found in the Atlantic. However, the

relationships were not identical. In general, Atlantic storms of a given intensity are steered by a

layer of greater depth (100 mb) than Australian counterparts. See Appendix 2 for further

details.U
An important accomplishment arising from this research is the specific identification of a

quantitative relationship between the depth of the environmental steering (which controls much

of the motion) and the intensity of tropical cyclones in two different basins. This finding

confirms the hypothesis that a fixed level, or deep layer-mean flow should not be assumed for

I all intensity classes to describe the environmental (or basic) flow goveming tropical cyclone

I motion, or to initialize operational and research numerical guidance. Instead, attention should

be given to the current storm intensity to determine the tropospheric layer which best

approximates steering.

I
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3) Participation in the 1990 Tropical Cyclone Motion Field Experiment (TCM-90)I
As part of an international initiative to better understand the motion of tropical cyclones, a

I major field experiment was conducted in the western North Pacific Ocean in August-

September of 1990. A task of this contract involved the collection, archival, post-processing

and dissemination of satellite data and products in support of the field phase. The archive

contained imagery and quantitative observations from GMS, NOAA and DMSP satellites.

Deliverables to the project data manager and participants included hard-copy imagery, and a

I videotape containing animated satellite loops of the full experiment period as well as selected

i interesting cases.

A major effort involved the post-processing of satellite imagery into quantitative wind

information. Despite the increased coverage of upper-tropopsheric observations from in situ

TCM-90 platforms, large data void areas still remained within the experiment domain. In order

to help fill some of these voids, wind vector sets derived from sequential satellite imagery were

produced at 6-hourly intervals during active tropical cyclone periods. High-density, three-

dimensional vector fields were produced covering the TCM-90 domain. These vectors were

carefully quality-controlled and assigned heights based on comparison with nearby TCM-90

upper-air observations. Environmental features (such as circulations, outflow jets,

troughs/ridges) were better-defined, and the observations were deemed an important

contribution to the TCM-90 objective analyses (R. Elsberry-Project Director, and E. Rodgers-

NMC, personal communication).

I
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Appendix 1.I
SIMULATIONS OF PHYSICAL RETRIEVAL OF TROPICAL CYCLONE

STRUCTURE USING 55 GHz BAND PASSIVE MICROWAVE
OBSERVATIONS FROM POLAR-ORBITING SATELLITES

I

I Robert T. Merrill
Cooperative Institute for Meteorological

Satellite Studies

University of Wisconsin
Madison, WI 53706

I
I
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Abstract

A method for estimating the horizontal structure of the upper-tropospheric warm anomaly

of tropical cyclones from 55 GHz microwave observations is presented. Because the peak

warming occurs over an area smaller than that viewed by current and planned satellite antenna

I systems, it is necessary to model explicitly the interaction of the warm anomaly structure and

antenna gain pattern. This forward model is then inverted using a maximum-likelihood algorithm

with constraints, analogous to that used for thermodynamic sounding retrieval or optimal

interpolation but with the retrieved structure represented as an analytic function with variable

coefficients rather than a discrete distribution of atmospheric properties in space. Simulation

I studies demonstrate the overall soundness of the technique and its possible performance and

limitations when applied to two different polar-orbiting microwdve sensors, MSU and SSM/T.

I
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Appendix 2.

Presented at the 20th Conf. Hurricanes and Tropical Meteorology,
San Antonio, TX, May 1993.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TROPICAL CYCLnE MOTION, INTENSITY
AND THE VERTICAL EXTENT OF THE iVVIROMDTAL STEERING LAYER

IN THE ATLANTIC BASIN

I Christopher Velden

University of Wisconsin-Space Science and Engineering Center
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

1. INTRODUCTION during die mondhs of July - October, to minimize risk of
atypical storm development, structure and motion, and 5)

Forecasters have long suspected that the motion of not of subtropical or frontal development origin (atypical).
tropical cyclones is primarily governed by a surrounding The 145 cases cover a wide range of intensities from
environmental flow, sometimes referred to as a 'seering tropical depresso to severe hurricanes. Best track data
current*. We have recently learned that this general supplied from the National Hurricane Center was used to
concept is too simplistic, however it is still commonly verify the forecast storm tracks.
accepted that the environmental flow plays a major role. It
is therefore important, both for research modeling and 3. ANALYSIS AND FORECAST METHODOLOGY
operational forecasting purposes, to properly define this
three-dimensional environmental flow field. The approach is to first create tropospheric layer-mean

In this paper, we attempt to quatitatively identify the wind analyses from horizontal (mandatory level) wind
vertical extent of the optimum tropical cyclone steering analyses. Objective operational horizontal wind analyses
layer in relation to storm intensity in the Atlantic basin. were obtained from the NMC global analysis system.
This is based on the hypothesis that an increase in intensity Selected combinations of the mandatory level wind
ti generally associated with a greater vertical development analyses were vertically averaged by mass weighting,
of the cyclonic wind field associated with the vortex, creating tropospheric layer-mean wind analyses (Pike
which is in turn advected by an environmental flow of 1985). The selection process was based on subjective
greater depth. Using a barotropic forecast model, the reasoning and previous studies (e.g., Chan and Gray 1982;
vertical extent of the environmental steering layer is varied Dong and Neumann 1986; Velden and Leslie 1991).
by initializing die model with different tropospheric layer- Once the layer-mean analyses wen completed, any
mean wind analyses. The resultant track forecasts from apparent tropical cyclone vortex circulation was removed
145 cases are. compared to actual tracks in order to and replaced with the suarounding environmental flow.
establish an optimum steering layer (a layer which best This methodology was chosen to focus specifically on the
approximates verifying motion) for selected tropical effects of varying die evironmental flow field, and
cyclone intensity categories. In order to examine if the minimize the influences on the tropical cyclone motion due
identified Atlantic relationships are universal, they are to vortex specifications and interactions. For a discussion
compared to relationships found in a previous study in the of this procedure, see Velden and Leslie 1991.
Australian region. The forecast module consists of two steps: 1) a

nondivergent barotropic forecast of the environmental flow
2. CASE SAMPLE field, md 2) a point (storm center) trajectory forecast

based on the barotropic forecast of the environmental flow.
The study domain is the western North Atlantic ocean The second step is necessary because of the elimination of

basin (roughly 10-40N, 50-100W). A total of 145 cases the vortex circulation (and associated vorticity center) as
were examined from storms which occurred during the described above. The trajectory forecast begins at ihe
period 1986-1992. For a case to be included in the study specified storm center location (from best track data), and
sample, the following criteria had to be met 1) 48h of is calculated after each time step of the environmental flow
subsequent storm track for verification, 2) separation of at forecast. This forecast procedure (see Velden and Leslie
least 24h from previous case to minimze seri 1991 for detib) is appropriate for use in our study as it
correlations, 3) aircraft reconnaissance verification of provides for a track forecast based purely on the specified
storm intensity (mean sea level pressum), 4) occurring environmental steeing current.

II
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4. RESULTS and die depth of the optimum stseeriig layer. Th results
i ~ show that the weaker storms am guided by a shallow,

In each of the 145 cases, the forecast model was lowu- spheic flow, while very intee hurricanes
initialize with each of the selected layer-mean wind fields, follow a deep tropospheric flow. 710n relationship is

and track forecasts were run out to "h. "l'Me track forecast graphically depicted in Fig. I. While this relationship

results for all of the 24h forecasts were compiled into generally follows previously determined subjective

mean forecast errors (MFE) relative to best track guidelines and intuitive reasonng, it is important to

verification, and are shown in Table I (48h results were specifically identify the relationship in order to produce

similar but not shown). The results in Table I are stratified quantitative guidelines for operational use. This

into storm intensity categories in an attempt to define a information can also be used to properly initialize

relationship between the depth of the steering flow and numerical track forecast models that use tropospheric

intensity (defined as mean sea level pressure of the storm layer-mean wind analyses as input (e.g., VICBAR, BAM).

at the model initialization time). The layer-mean wind Using the guidelines in Table 1, maps or digital displays

analyses in Table 1 are listed as deep tropospheric layer- of appropriate layer-mean flow fields could be made

means at the top, trending to low-level shallow layer- available to operational forecasters (depending on current

means at the bottom. Storm intensity increases by 10mb and forecast storm strength) as a general aid to their
bins from left to right. Note that the number of cases in subjective track forecasting procedures. It should be

each bin generally diminishes as storm intensity increases. cautioned, however, that the optimum steering layer results

The lowest MFEs for each intensity bin are highlighted in Table 1 are based on an average of many cases, so that

and indicate a definite relationship between storm intensity individual cases may not always follow the guidelines.

I Table 1. 24h mean track forecast errors (kin) Table 2. Frequency of best 24h forecasts

Intensity 1000- 990- 980- 970- 960- 950- 940- <940 Intensity 1000- 990- 980- 970- 960- 950- 940- <940

Class(hPa) 1010 999 989 979 969 959 949 Class(liPs) 1010 999 989 979 969 959 949

Layer Means Layer-Means

(lips) 0&P0)
1000-100 285 240 258 258 207 368 297 327 1000-100 1 1 1

850-200 288 233 251 256 205 366 280 311 850-200 1 1 2 2

I 700-200 311 292 258 272 225 351 286 310 700-200 2 1

850-250 276 206 248 246 194 344 264 332 850-250 1 1 1 3 1

700-250 295 256 247 248 217 345 297 323 700-250 1 1 1 2 2 1 1

850-300 259 194 239 253 1H 341 269 340 850-300 2 2 1 1 6 4 1

700-300 287 230 236 244 209 359 293 324 700-300 1 2 1 3 1 1

1 850-400 250 168 234 236 206 367 274 339 850-400 1 2 5 3 1

700-400 265 201 244 252 218 372 290 337 700-400 3 2 1

850-500 236 161 242 283 210 377 273 340 850-500 3 11 3 1 1

700-500 250 186 247 273 228 375 284 351 700-500 4 2 1 1 1 1

850-700 213 178 250 294 207 378 281 364 850-700 32 7 2 1 1 1

I #of Cases (44) (30) (18) (10) (14) (10) (12) (7)

I . ..... ... . ... . .
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Figure 1. The relationship between tropospheric depth of the swering layer and intensity (mean sa level pressure at the
center) for an Atlantic sample of trvpical cyclones (based on 24h track forecast results). The black bars indicate the optimum
stering layer for each intensity category.

To get an idea of the consistency of the results, Table 2 (horizontally and/or vertically) enviromnmt.
shows the fequency of optimum 24h forecast. for each From the elationship presented in Fig. 1, forecasters
layer-mean and intensity category. Although there is a need to be aware of stor-n undergoing rapid intensity
spread for each intensity bin, the highest frequency of fluctuations. For example, a storm initially at 990b may
superior forecasts follows the MFE trend nicely. TU few be following an 850-500mb flow. If the storm is forecast to
"oudier' cases (i.e. a deep layer forecast optimal for a rapidly deepen over the next 24h to 945mb, the 850-5W0
weak storm, or a shallow layer the best forecast for an steering would no longer be appropriate 24 hrs into the

intense storm) can be amiuted to; 1) cases with weak track forecast (from n ig.1 and Table 1, a 850-250mb
vertical and horizontal shear in the environmental flow flow would, in the mean, now be optimal). A rapidly
field, 2) rapidly deepening or fillkg cases, or 3) model or deepening system, in most case, implies a rapid vertical
initial analysis deficiencies. In the cam of a storm spinmp of the cyclonic circulation amocial edwith te sorm
imbedded in a deep laminar flow (non-sheared vortex. By our hypothesis, thi deelpr voste circulatioa
environment), the steering might be adequately will be influenced by an environentl mering current of
approximated by any level or laye from 850-200mb. The greater depth. The forecaster, if given adequat intensity
relationship presented in Fig. 1 will be most useful in prediction information, can take s io acoouant in using
providing guidelines in the can of a strm in a sheared the guidelines in Fig. 1 for hislher mbjective irack forecas

I
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I 5. COMPARISON WITH AUSTRALIAN REGION 6. SUMMARY
RELATIONSHIP

The environmental flow field around tropical cyclones
The specific relationship between tropical cyclone accounts for a large fraction of their motion. Specifically

steering layers and intensity determined in this study only identifying the so-called "steering current' would be very
applies to the Atlantic basin. It is of interest to compare the beneficial to forecasters and researchers. In this study, the
Atlantic relationship to one found in an earlier study by tropospheric wind layer which best corelates with tropical
Velden and Leslie (1991) in the Australian region. Ile two cyclone motion in die Atlantic basin was identified for
findings are illustrated in Fig. 2. The black lines indicate selected storm intensity categories. Supporting intuitive

the top (pressure) of the optimum steering layer for each reasoning and subjective experience, it was found that
intensity category (850rb is the bottom of the layer in all weaker storms move with a shallow, low-level flow while
categories). In general terms, the relationships are similar the motion of intense systems is governed by deep layer-
in that the depth of the optimum steering layer increases mean wind flow fields. This general relationship is
with increasing intensity. Specifically, the Atlantic layei explicitly established by considering 10mb storm intensity
depth increases at a slightly faster rate with increasing categories and using model forecast tracks to identify the
intensity. It should be noted that the 850-700mb layer was optimum steering layer in each category.
not examined in the Australian study, and therefore it is The results (illustrated in Fig. 1) can be used by the
possible that storms in the weakest intensity categories operational community to provide forecasters with the
may have followed this layer. In addition, it was suggested necessary charts or digital-display fields, in order for them
in the Velden and Leslie study that Australian region cases to properly assess the current and future environmental
in the severe storm category (i.e. storms with central steering regimes on a case by case basis. The findings can
pressures less than 925mb) followed an 850-200mb also be used to better initialize numerical track forecast
optimum steering layer. However, this was not deemed models that use layer-mean wind analyses as initial input.
conclusive evidence based on the very limited number of It should be cautioned that the relationships found in
cases in this intensity category. this study are a result of approximating tropical cyclone

The reasons for the subtle differences in the two motion with a barotropic model, on a sample of typical
relationships are beyond the scope of this paper. It is cases. Typical is defined here as caes where a steady
possible that structure differences between tropical environmental flow is most likely the dominating influence
cyclones in the two basins play a role. It is also possible on storm motion. Storms undergoing other influences such
that other basin characteristics contribute to the differences as strong baroclinic interactions or land effects, or storms
(i.e. formation and development environments, average which develop atypicafly (i.e. subtropical-type storms
latitude of occurance, tropopause height, stability, etc). which originate aloft and develop down to the surface),

100- may not follow the relationships identified in this study.
Finally, the Atlantic relationship found in this study is

2oo- •similar to one previously found in the Australian region. In

7 both regions, the depth of the environmental steering layer
S230- steadily increases with increasing storm intensity. The rateU : of increase in depth is slightly greater in the Atlantic.

5 300-
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Appendix 3.

Reprintd from MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW, Vol. 119. No. I. January 1991
Amerfcan Metcokoscal Socty

Western North Pacific Tropical Cyclone Intensity Estimation from NOAA

Polar-Orbiting Satellite Microwave Data

CHRISTOPHER S. VELDEN, BRIAN M. GOODMAN AND ROBERT T. MERRILL

Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies. University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Space Science and Engineering Center. Madison. Wisconsin

(Manuscript received 15 March 1990, in final form 13 July 1990)

ABSTRACT

A method is examined for estimating the intensity of western North Pacific tropical cyclones from satellite
passive microwave observations. Vertical profiles of atmospheric temperature derived from radiances remotely
sensed by the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) onboard the current NOAA series of polar orbiting satellites
are used to depict upper-tropospheric warm anomalies associated with these storms. Data from a large sample
of western North Pacific tropical cyclones are used to develop a nonlinear statistical relationship between the
satellite-depicted warm core anomalies and the surface intensities as measured by reconnaissance aircraft. Results
based on an 82-case dependent sample indicate standard errors of 13 mb and 15 kt for estimates of the surface
pressure anomalies and maximum wind speeds. These errors are reduced considerably when a bias in the sample
intensity distribution is taken into account. Comparisons of results and method accuracy are made with a
previous study of North Atlantic tropical cyclones.

I. Introduction lantic cases and expands upon previous work (Kidder
The ability of satellite-borne passive microwave ra- et al. 1978; Velden and Smith 1983) in developing

diometers to penetrate the cloudy core regions of trop- quantitative relationships between the satellite-ob-

ical cyclones and delineate the characteristic upper-

tropospheric warm anomalies has been demonstrated connaissance-measured surface intensity. Correlations

in numerous case studies (Rosenkranz et al. 1978; were found to be good with standard errors of 8 mb

Kidder et al. 1978; Grody et al. 1979; Grody and Shen and 13 kt for estimates of surface pressure and maxi-mum wind speeds.
1982). Assuming hydrostatic balance in the core re- wind theds.

gion, a physical relationship should exist between the With the discontinuance of aircraft reconnaissance

magnitude of this warm temperature anomaly and the missions into western North Pacific tropical cyclones,
alternate techniques to monitor storm intensity overlow pressure anomaly at the surface (Kidder 1979). this region are needed. The Dvorak technique (Dvorak

The technique described in this paper statistically cor- 1975 1984), whc is a p at econition(scheme

relates the satellite-depicted warm anomalies associated 1975, 1984), which is a pattern recognition scheme

with western North Pacific tropical cyclones with sur- that uses visible and infrared satellite imagery, is em-

face pressure and maximum winds as measured by re- plow'yed operationally worldwide. While this scheme
connaissance aircraft. Due to resolution limitations wolks well in most cases, it has limitations (Kidder
conn0kmaisancadircraft.e Ducrowae to bsre vtions limt ti 1979) and is not purely objective. Most notably, trop-
( 110 km at nadir), the microwave observations cannot ical cyclones undergoing rapid intensity changes are

fully resolve the actual magnitude of the warm anom- undere d in 1988) tenstand es of

alies. Thus, the satellite-depicted anomalies are a vol- underestimated (Martin 19c8). The standard errors of

umetrically averaged representation of the true tropical Atlati by Vhe (1989)are comarbe toptheiDvo-
cyclone anomalies. Some allowance for undetected Atlantic by Velden ( 1989) are comparable to the Dvo-
warming due to the coarse data resolution is implicit rak method, and has the additional quality of being
in the statisticsh fully objective. It is desirable for operational centers to

inAthe statistics. mhave independent objective guidance available in
A similar method for estimating tropical cyclone in- qusinbe"iutos

tensity in the Atlantic was developed by Velden (1989). questionable situations.
This study presented a detailed qualitative description The emphasis of this paper is on the ability of the
Ti stu apprecatnseont a detailed quampltie doritio A NOAA satellite MSU data (Smith et al. 1979) to pro-
of MSU applications on a large sample of North At- vide estimates of western North Pacific tropical cyclone

intensity. MSU satellite observations were obtained
Corresponding author address: Mr. Christopher S. Velden. CIMSS. during 82 cases of western North Pacific tropical cy-

University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1225 W. Dayton Street. Madison. clones in 1980, 1983, and 1984. As in Velden (1989).
WI 53706. quantitative relationships are statistically derived and
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evaluated for their potential as operational schemes. temperature anomaly (core minus environment) at the
The models developed on Pacific cases in this study 250-mb level (AT,50) as determined from processed
are then compared with those previously developed on microwave soundings. The 54.96-GHz channel senses
Atlantic cases. peak radiances emitted near the level of maximum

warming in the core of western North Pacific tropical
2. Data sample cyclones (Nunez and Gray 1977). Some examples of

The datasets utilized in this study consist of Micro- this product in smoothed imagery format are presented
wave Souda ilizednit observthios sfudy costhe o Mr- in Fig. 1. The retrieved temperature anomaly at 250wave Sounding Unit observations from the NOAA se- mb (the closest mandatory, level to the climatological

ries polar-orbiting satellites, and ground truth provided le telof ma ndary is a resul to logical

by western North Pacific aircraft reconnaissance, post- level of maximum warming) is a result of vertical
analsis"bet-tack maimumwin esimaesand so undings produced from the physical iterative solutionanalysis l est-track" maximum wind estimates, and of Smith (1970), which takes advantage of all fouroperational surface pressure analyses, microwave channels ( no infrared channels are utilized

The NOAA polar orbiter satellites in operation dur- m i sr applicanne , (no influd ch a ti lized

ing this period were TIROS-N, NOAA-6, NOAA-7 and in this application). and includes precipitation atten-

NOAA-8. Satellite overpasses of western North Pacific uation checks. Anomalies are determined interactively
tropcalcycone frm 180 trouh 184 erere-on the Man computer Interactive Data Access Systemtropical cyclones from 1980 through 1984 were re (Suomi et al. 1983) by taking the value (either R3 or

quested from the NOAA Satellite Data Services Divi- (suoi) at the lcation of the tropical cyclone center and
sion (SDSD) that fit the following criteria: I ) a recon- at te location of the tropical cyclone ctadnaissance observation was available near the time of at ten locations surrounding the tropical cyclone cloud
thessatellice ovserpasionwas ofailablee the troe: ad 2system (typically at a 600-1000 km radius). The ten
the satellite overpass of the tropical cyclone. and 2) environmental values are averaged, and then subtractedthe tropical cyclone was well centered in the satellite from the center value to derive the respective AR 3 or
overpass (not more than -' longitude from the sat- AT 2 5o quantities. A detailed description may be found
ellite subpoint, corresponding to a - 28' satellite zenith i
angle). The second criterion was also applied by Kidder in Velden and Smith ( 1983).

(1979) and Velden (1989), because of the degradation To determine which of the two satellite parameters

of resolution, calculated transmittance functions, and best correlates with surface intensity, a linear regression
analysis is applied to the 82 cases, and APr,-. is related

resulting sounding information toward the limbs of the aca rmt.I is found th at A T , is abou

overpass. Unfortunately, NOAA polar orbiting data 73% of the observed variance, while AR explains 68%.

from 1981 and 1982 were not available from SDSD. of thdi explains 6

Overpasses for 82 cases that satisfied the above criteria whiMe AT5 explains 65% of the observed variance,

from 1980, 1983, and 1984 constitute the data sample, while AR 3 explains 58%. Based on these results, the

Air Force reconnaissance center fixes of western

North Pacific tropical cyclones for the period 1980 eter.
An additional experiment is performed to test for

through 1984 were compiled at Colorado State Uni- the impact of precipitation attenuation on the micro-
versity. Each fix provides location and minimum sea wave retrievals. The 54.96-GHz channel radiances
level pressure. Surface pressure anomalies are derived (maximum sensitivity near 250 mb) are not severely
by subtracting the reconnaissance measured central affected by precipitation attenuation because hydro-
pressure from the environmental surface pressure sur- meteors in convection at these heights are usually in

rounding the storm, which is determined from oper- the form of ice, which is mostly transparent to this

ational western Pacific surface analyses on archive at the Bece which annely trans 2 this

the University of Wisconsin. This surface pressure wavelength. Because MSU channels I and 2 (50.3 and

anomaly (APsfC) is one of the regressands in the statis- 53.7 GHz, respectively) are affected by heavy rain, and

tical relationships developed in section 4. Another re- algorithm (and might affect the core ATlo value), a

gressand, the maximum wind (Vmax), is determined calorrtionfr this attenuation must be applied. Two

from postanalyzed storm "best tracks." which were correction methods are examined. The first involves

obtained from the Naval Environmental Prediction corretin susre ramines The first in d
Research Facility (direct observations of maxi manually editing suspect radiances from the field, and
wind by reconnaissance aircraft are not used due toreplacing them with interpolated values from sur-
measurement variability associated with t rounding radiances unaffected by precipitation. This
inasutmewnd f bielda asymmetries is a rather cumbersome task and involves some sub-
in the wind field). jectivity. The second method simply relies on the in-
3. Method ternal checks in the retrieval scheme (Smith 1970) to

objectively correct for any precipitation attenuation.
Two options are available for representing the trop- A fortunate result from an operational standpoint (ease

ical cyclone warm core anomaly with NOAA satellite of application) is that the AT250 core values from the
microwave measurements: 1) the 54.96-GHz (MSU second method yield slightly superior results when cor-
channel 3) radiance anomaly (AR 3 , core value minus related with APsfC. These values are used in the rela-
an average environmental value) and 2) the retrieved tionships developed below.
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4. Results potential operational applications, it is of interest to
examine our 82 case sample relative to a more repre-

Several classes of statistical models relating the ob- sentative intensity distribution. Fourteen years of
served surface intensity and the satellite-depicted warm western North Pacific best-track wind speed data
anomaly are derived. The basic model involves a simple ( 1973-86) were available to estimate a more represen-
linear relationship between surface intensity and the tative climatology of typhoon intensity. Best-track in-
satellite-derived AT2 5,. A modification of this basic formation from the three years of our 82 case sample
model is examined next, which includes the addition ( 1980, 1983, 1984) is specifically used to estimate any
of nonlinear and latitude terms. It is found that our linear biases in our 82 case storm intensity distribution.
82 case sample contains a high intensity bias relative Frequency distributions (Fig. 3) of western North Pa-
to western North Pacific climatology, most likely due cific tropical cyclone intensity (defined as best-track
to our constraint that reconnaissance be available, wind speed estimates) indicate that the 82 case sample
Since this intensity estimation technique has potential is biased towards higher wind speed cases. The average
operational applications, an estimate of this method's wind speed for the 82 case samrple is 73 kt, compared
performance on a population adjusted to more appro- to 52 kt for the 3-yr sample and 50 kt for the 14-yr
priately represent climatology is given, sample. This strong bias is most likely the result of our

First consider the simplest regression models devel- cases being constrained to those having coincident re-
oped on the 82 case sample. The details of the model connaissance reports. Climatological samples will con-
coefficients are given in Tables 1 and 2. For estimating tain a plethora of weak or developing cases not inves-
AP~f,, the simple linear model (sequence I in Table I) tigated by aircraft, which lowers the average wind
yields a standard error of just over 14 mb. For AT 250  speeds of these samples relative to our sample. This
values greater than about 5°C. the relationship appears bias affects the nature of the error characteristics of the
to acquire a nonlinear component (Fig. 2). To allow intensity estimation technique presented in this study.
for this nonlinearity, a stepwise multiple regression is Since the model shows less variance in the weaker
used to select coefficients of a low-order polynomial storm cases (Fig. 2), an adjustment to a climatologi-
that are significant above the 95% confidence limit. cally representative sample should result in a lower
For both AP.fc and Vmna, a quadratic function of AT 250 overall model standard error of estimate relative to se-
was found to yield the "best" fit (sequence 2). The quence 4 of Tables I and 2.
additional term (AT 250 ) 2 provides a scalable curvature The model coefficients are rederived to reflect an
adjustment that has a minimal impact on low values adjustment of the sample intensity distribution to be
of AT 250 , and reduces the intensity estimates for large more in line with a climatological distribution from
values of AT 250 . the years in which our cases were sampled ( 1980, 1983,

A second nonlinear term (AT 250 X LAT), which and 1984). The regression model coefficients and error
accounts for the variance in AT 250 with latitude (dis- statistics corresponding to the climatological intensity
cussed in Velden 1989), is also found to provide sta- distribution are derived from the original regression
tistically significant information to the model. The coefficients and error statistics using the mean and
overall error is reduced by nearly I/2 mb when latitude standard deviation of the original regression residuals,
information is incorporated into the model (sequence and the relative percentages of the original and cli-
3 in Table I). The final model, which includes all linear matological distributions (Steel and Tome 1960). The
and nonlinear terms (sequence 4 in Table I ), results resulting models for AP~fc and Vimax are given in se-
in a reduction of the standard error to 13.2 mb. quence 5 of Tables I and 2, respectively. It is notable

The regression models for estimating Vma. follow a that the equations change very little. However, the
similar development to AP5 fc and are shown in Table standard errors are 1.8 mb and 2 kt lower than the
2. The linear model yields a standard error of 17.3 kt, comparable errors on our original 82 case sample (se-
which is reduced to 15.4 kt when the nonlinear terms quence 4 in Tables I and 2). This reflects the effect of
are incorporated into the model. The correlations for including a larger percentage of weaker storms, which
the AT 250 versus Vma, relationships are slightly below have inherently less variability in the development of
that of AT 25 o versus APsf,. This is likely a result of the the model relationships, and provides a more repre-
fact that temperature anomalies and AP~f, are directly sentative evaluation of the expected model accuracy
related through hydrostatic balance, while Vm;* is re- in an operational mode.
lated to the local gradient of surface pressure, and less As was noted in Velden (1989), the slopes of the
directly to APf,.. AT 25,, versus APsf, relationships are dependent upon

It was mentioned earlier that our data sample is how fully the warm anomaly is resolved by the satellite.
biased towards stronger storms. An evaluation of the The broader the horizontal extent of a warm core with
accuracy (and operational potential) of this technique a large component above the melting level, the more
is dependent upon the distribution of storm intensities fully resolved it will be in the MSU observations.
within the data sample (higher intensities will lead to Therefore, the AT 25 0 for a large/filling typhoon having
inherently higher variability). Since this method has a given observed AP,,f( will be greater than that observed
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TABLU I. Coefficients and error characteristics for the relationship 5. Comparison of Pacific versus Atlantic results
between A Tso and APa, on the full 82 case sample. R 

2 
is the fraction

of explained variance and SE is the standard error ofestimate (mb). I1 is interesting to compare the results of the method
The sample average and standard deviation for AP., are 41 and 27 on western North Pacific cases presented in this study
mb, respectively. The final relationship (sequence 5) is rederived from with the results on Atlantic cases found in Velden
an adjusted sample based on a climatological intensit, distribution. w The re on atla t esdfound in veldes_____________________________ (1989). The range of the satellite-derived AT, salues

in the Pacific sample is nearly twice that of the Atlantic
Sequence Variable Coefficient R- SE sample (0°-I 11(' versus 0°-5°C), even though the

relative difference in range of APt, is much less (0-
I Constant 8.26 105 mb versus 0-80 mb). This finding is most likely

AT.so 9.18 0.73 14.1 a result of the fact that the mean typhoon is twice as2 Constant 1.79
AsanT 13.28 large in area as the mean hurricane (Merrill 1984),

(Also)2 -. 42 0.75 13.7 allowing typhoon warm anomalies (which are typically
3 Constant 6.31 1.5 times stronger than hurricane anomalies, Nunez

AT,2 L -13.28 and Gray 1977) to be more fully resolved by the MSUA T2so, LAT -. 16 0.76 13.5obeatns

Constant .16 observations.

AT2so 17.09

(AT 2')
2  -. 41 a. Basic relationships

AT,.0 *LAT -. 16 0.76 13.2 Only the linear model from this study may be com-
Constant -. 51 pared since only linear models were evaluated in the
AT 2,,o 17.21-

(AT,2 o)2  -. 42 Atlantic study. In addition, only the cases with AT,5o
AT 2o* LAT -. 15 0.81 11.4 _< 50C a ic uscd (66 cases). since beyond this range the

relationship becomes nonlinear, and also comparable
Atlantic cases did not exist in the Velden ( 1989) study.

The basic linear relationships for 103 Atlantic cases

in a small, deepening system of equal intensity. This found in Velden 1989) are

is apparently the cause of the nonlinearity at AT251  APsf= 17.5A.7 25q - 2 (mb)
values greater than about 5°C. Most of these cases have V=,, 28.0ATo + 18 (kt)i
been identified as "filling" storms (Fig. 2), which typ- -- +
ically exhibit broader warm core structures (Miller The basic linear relationships for the 66 western North
1964: Sheets 1968; Shea 1972; Hawkins and Imbembo Pacific cases are
1976), and a smaller percentage of warming in the eye APf, = !1.8AT2 ,,, + 2 (mb)
below the melting level (Jordan 1961 ). They are there-
fore more able to be consistently resolved by the rel- Vma,, 13.0AT,,n + 32 (kt).
atively coarse satellite observations. Thus, the sensitiv-
ity of our sample to storm stage could account for the
seemingly different relationship with AT_,t, > 5oc. TABI F 2. Coefficients and error characteristics for the relationship

between A T,7 and I ' on the full 82 case sample. R is the fraction
To summarize, the dominant underlying relation- of explained variance and SE is the standard error oftestimate (kt).

ship involves a linear increase in surface intensity with The sample average and standard deviation for 1,',, are 73 and 29
AT 25 o. The addition of the supplementary nonlinear kt. respectively. The final relationship (sequence 5) is derined from

predictors [(AT 2 •o) 2 and ATrso )K LAT] reduces the an adjusted sample based on a climatological intensity distribution.

standard errors for both APsfr and I 'M, model esti-
mates. The improvements due to each additional term Sequence Variable Coefficient R2  SE

are statistically significant above the 95% level. The I Constant 40.35

additional nonlinear terms provide a source of cur- AT,, 9.23 0.65 17.3
vature to the model which have the effect of moderating 2 Constant 30.72

the surface intensity estimates for large AT 25 o values AT7"1 15.32
(A 7so)W -. 63 0.67 16.7

and increasing latitudes, while having a minimal im- Constant 37.65
pact on intensity estimates for small AT2,,; values. The aT, 14.92

effects of these terms also contribute some physical in- ATZ, X LAT .23 0.68
sight. since the statistical relationships implicitly in- 4 Constant 28.46 16.5

clude the effects of the coarse MSU horizontal reso- (A+ -0.6o
lution. For example, larger central warm cores will be a7-r LAT -. 22 0.70 15.4

better resolved in the MSU signal. By including these 5 Constant 24.63
nonlinear terms into the regression models, some of ATso 21.30
the variance in the basic upper-level warm core versus (AT")` -. 61

surface intensity relationship is explained. AT 25, × LAT -. 21 0.79 13.4
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FIG. 2. (a) Scatter plot of the 250-rob satellite-derived temperature anomaly (,3T2so) and the
surface pressure anomaly (,.IP,) in western North Pacific tropical cyclones. (b) As in (a), except
f'or (AT25o) versus V.=, where V.= is the maximum sustained surface winds from best-track data.
D represents steady deepener and F represent steady filler.

The marked differences in the two relationships (Fig. other tropical cyclon.- basins. For example, a AT 25 0

4) confirm the assertion in Velden (1989) that the re- value of 5°C yields 85 rnb/ 158 kt in the Atlantic, and
lationships developed in the Atlantic may not hold in 61 mb/97 kt in the Pacific for AJPfc and V",,, respec-
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FIG. 3. Distritution of western North Pacific tropical cyclone intensities (best-track wind speeds)
as a function of percent frequency fbi the period 1973-86 (C). the years 1980. 1983, and 1984
( + I. and for our 92 case sample (411).

tively. This implies basic structural differences in the rived statistical relationships on a 82-case sample yield
thermal anomalies and environments between Atlantic standard errors of around 13 mlb and 15 kt for estimates
hurricanes and western North Pacific typhoons. of the surface pressure anomaly and maximum wind

speeds. These errors are estimated to be approximately

h. Error characterisiicv I I mb and 13 kt given a more representative western
North Pacific tropical cyclone intensity distribution.

For the 103 Atlantic cases in Velden (1989). the Further examination of the individual cases reveals
standard error and explained variance for the estimate that storm structure and stage is an important factor
of APfr are 8 mb and 0.83. For the estimate of I'ma, in the ability of the MSU to consistently resolve the
the respective values are 13 kt and 0.79. The Pacific upper-level warm anomaly. The method appears to be
error values (66 case sample) are 13 mb and 0.59 for most reliable when app'ied to storms characterized by
the 1P,. standard error and fraction of explained vari- large eyes and/or rising pressure tendencies. In deep-
anc . and 17 kt and 0.52 for the respective I'ma, esti- ening systems (especially rapidly deepening systems),
mates. The technique seems to do better in the Atlantic. the characteristic concentrated warm core is inconsis-
This may, in part. be due to the sample intensity dis- tently resolved by the MSU observations, resulting in
tributions. The Pacific sample contains a greater pro- higher standard errors. This is an unfortunate result
portion or stronger intensity cases, which would in- given the particular need for a technique that works
herently lead to higher standard errors. The average well in rapidly deepening situations.
ArP,. in the Atlantic sample is 28 nlb. while in the An inherent weakness of the technique is the use of
Pacific sample it is 41 mb. In addition, the Pacific sam- a single temperature level (250 mb) to infci the mag-
pIe contains more cases f rapid intensity change nitude of the warm anomaly. It is likely that the level
events, which results in more inconsistent measure- (and integrated depth) of maximum warming will vrlar.
ments of the warm core (AT,,) h\ the satellite and in individual cases depending on intensity, latitude.
connseqtucntly larger standard errors, environ niental conditions. etc. Since the \ertical res-

olution of the IMSI data is quite coarse, it is difficult

6. D)iscussion to determine the actual level of peak warming in each
case. For this reason, a fixed level (250 nib) based on

A method is presented to estimate \cstern North composite analyses (Nunez and Gray 1977) was uti-
Pacific tropical cyclone intensits using microwave oh- lized in this study, and certainly introduces variance
servations from NOAA polar-orbiter satellites. The de- into the model.
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o00 data and derive microwave soundings in a timely

S90 -fashion.

80

70 -7. Future work
60

60 It is important that the abilities and limitations of
5 -o/ . the current observing systems in specific applicationsi •be well documented to address the needs and designs

40 of future instruments (Shenk et al. 1987). I he standard

30 errors of the statistical models in this study could be
20 reduced using higher resolution microwave data such

as will be provided by the Advanced Microwave
,0 Sounding Unit (AMSU), which is to be deployed in

" .1992. Unfortunately, a statistical study using AMSU2 3 4 5data on western North Pacific storms will not be pos-
I 'C] sible since reconnaissance "'ground truth" data will not

be available. However, a physical intensity retrieval
200 model is currently being developed that will be tested
180 on our MSU sample. This method analytically models
160 the horizontal thermal structure of the typhoon's up-

per-troposphere and retrieves the structural parameters
140 of the model (i.e., AT'5o) from nearby microwave
120 measurements by inversion of the radiative transfer

equation. In this scheme, the coarse horizonta'- reso-100 \ lution of the radiometer is explicitly taken into account.

80 - We hope this model will be the prototype for future
typhoon intensity estimation schemes using more ad--o1 P'.• •, vanced microwave radiometers.

40
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ABSTRACT

A simple barotropic model is employed to investigate relative impacts on tropical cyclone motion forecasts
in the Australian region when wind analyses from different tropospheric levels or layers are used as the input
to the model. The model is initialized with selected horizontal wind analyses from individual pressure levels,
and vertical averages of several pressure levels (layer-means).

The 48-h mean forecast errors (MFE) from this model are analyzed for 300 tropical cyclone cases that cover
a wide range of intensities. A significant reduction in the track forecast errors results when the depth of the
vertically-averaged initial wind analysis depends upon the initial storm intensity. Mean forecast errors show
that the traditionally-utilized 1000- 100-hPa deep layer-mean (DLM ) analysis is a good approximation of future
motion only in cases of very intense tropical cyclones. Shallower, lower-tropospheric layer-means consistently
outperform single-level analyses, and are best correlated with future motion in weak and moderate inten-
sity cases.

These results suggest that barotropic track forecasting in the Australian region can be significantly improved
if the depth of the vertically-averaged initial wind analysis is based upon the tropical cyclone intensity.

1. Introduction than that for weaker tropical storms, and that deep-
There is little question that the environmental flow layer steering is generally better than single-level steer-

T ing (in agreement with Pike 1987). Chan and Gray
accounts for a large fraction of tropical cyclone motion (1982) examined cases from three tropical cyclone ba-
(Elsberry et al. 1987). Previous studies of the steering sins including the Australian region, in which they

concept concluded that tropical cyclone motion could documented the deviations of storm motion from se-

best be approximated by either a mid-tropospheric level lected levels/layers of environmental steering. Deep-

(500 or 700 hPa), or a mass-weighted deep layer-mean layer steering was found to be a good descriptor of

(DLM) flow field such as the vertically-averaged wind cye steeng was sto die a uferd soreof
overthe100-10-h~ laer. oweeropeatinalcyclone movement. These studies suffered somewhat

over the 1000-100-hPa layer. However, operational from generality in that only broad intensity classes
hurricane forecasters know from experience that, in (tropical storm and hurricane) were considered.
general, weaker tropical cyclones move with a shallow In this paper we expand on this general approach in
lower-tropospheric flow while the more well-developed an attempt to identify the specific relationship between
systems move with a deep-layer flow (Simpson 1971 ). tropical cyclone intensity and barotropic motion in the
The background on the development of environmental Australian region tropical cyclone basin. The physical
steering concepts is summarized in Elsberry et al. reasoning behind this suspected relationship is based
(1987). on the hypothesis that an increase in intensity is gen-

The question pertaining to the optimum level, or erally associated with greater vertical development of
layer, which best approximates tropical cyclone motion the cyclonic vortex, which in turn is advected by an
was quantitatively addressed by Dong and Neumann environmental flow of greater depth. A proper and de-
(1986). They found that the optimum depth of the tailed identification of the optimum steering layer will
deep layer for steering Atlantic hurricanes is greater not only be useful for subjective predictions by oper-

ational forecasters, but can provide improved initial
analysis input for statistical and barotropic track fore-

Corresponding author address: Mr. Christopher S. Velden, SSEC, cast models which initialize on layer-mean wind anal-
University of Wisconsin, 1225 West Dayton Street, Madison, WI yses (such as the operational barotropic model em-
53706. ployed in Australia which uses a 1000-100-hPa deep

0 199 1 American Meteorological Society
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layer-mean). These findings should also contribute to For the present study, 300 cases from 1971-1 990
further studies of the environmental influences on over the Australian region tropical cyclone basin
tropical cyclone motion in the Australian region, (roughly 0-40oS and 100-170'E; see Fig. 1) were
through a more proper identification of the basic flow. selected that cover a wide, but evenly-distributed range

A nondivergent barotropic model is employed in of intensities from depressions to very strong cyclones.
this study to investigate the effects on track forecast The selection process only required each case to have
errors by varying the initial wind analyses (environ- 48 h of subsequent storm track for model forecast ver-
mental steering flow) based on current storm intensity. ification, and a 24-h separation between cases to help
The results will allow for an assessment of the impor- minimize serial correlations. The Australian region
tance of the initial analysis and intensity information basin offers a severe test of environmental steering
in barotropic track forecasting. concepts since it is characterized by relatively strong

vertical shear zones, early track recurvatures and pole-
2. Data sample ward movement, and frequent continental influences

(Peak and Elsberry 1984). These effects quite often
Tropical cyclone "best track" data from Australian result in nonpersistent, nonclimatological tracks (Hol-

region storms are on archive at the Australian Bureau land 1984) and difficult forecasts (Pike and Neumann
of Meteorology. This data set consists of 6-h infor- 1987).
mation that includes the storm date/time, and obser-
vations/estimates of current position, central pressure, 3. Model description
speed, and direction. Also on archive are the objective,
operational mandatory-level wind analyses over the The procedures for analyzing the wind field and pre-
Australian region for the period 1971 to the present dicting the forecast track are: I) the removal of the
(Mills and Seaman 1990). Input to the nondivergent tropical cyclone vortex from the initial wind analysis
barotropic track-forecast model utilized in this study and replacement with the environmental flow; 2) a
(discussed in the next section) is provided from a se- nondivergent barotropic forecast of the environmental
lection of these individual mandatory-level wind anal- flow field; and 3) a point (storm center) trajectory
yses, and mass-weighted layer-means derived from forecast based on the barotropic forecast of the envi-
these horizontal analyses (Pike 1985). The selection ronmental flow. This methodology was chosen to min-
process was based on subjective reasoning and previous imize the variance of the tropical cyclone motion due
studies (e.g.. Dong and Neumann 1986; Pike 1987). to the vortex specification and interaction, and to focus
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FIG. I. Australian region tropical cyclone domain.
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specifically on the effects of varying the environmental ited-area, latitude-longitude grid located over the Aus-
flow field. tralian region analysis domain (Fig. I). The latitude

The axisymmetric tropical cyclone vortex is removed and longitude increments are equal and fixed at one
from the initial objective wind analysis by zeroing out degree. Since the model domain is confined to lower
all grid point values within a specified radius of the latitudes, numerical problems with this finite-difference
storm center. This radius is determined from the op- scheme at higher latitudes (e.g., convergence of the
erationally-analyzed outermost closed isobar. Bi-linear meridians, singularities at the poles) do not arise. The
interpolation from surrounding grid point values just solution procedure is as follows: the vorticity field is
outside the specified radius is used to re-assign values calculated from (3). Then the forcing term is computed
to all grid points that were zeroed out. This simple from (4). Next, the Hemholtz equation (5) is solved
procedure, in effect, approximates the environmental for oaý/Ot. Finally, the streamfunction is updated in
flow over the original vortex region. time.

The environmental flow is assumed to be governed Because of the limited model domain, it is necessary
by the nondivergent barotropic vorticity equation, to specify horizontal boundary conditions for o#/Ot
which expresses conservation of the vertical component when inverting the Laplacian. The simple boundary
of absolute vorticity following parcels on a sphere: condition employed in our sensitivity studies is o4/Ot

= 0. This is applied to the two outermost sets of points.
_ + V. V q + f) = 0, (1) In addition, a Rayleigh-type relaxation term is added

cOt to (4) for the next three sets of points inward. This
where J/ is the horizontal, nondivergent wind, " is the term is proportional to OcV/Ot and is intended to nudge
relative vorticity on a sphere, and f is the Coriolis pa- il/at towards zero over this region. The coefficient of
rameter. Since V is nondivergent, we may write its the term has a maximum value of 2/r 2 cosOAXAO and
eastward (u) and northward (v) components in terms decreases linearly to zero in the interior of the domain.
of a stream function: Here, AX and AO are the longitude and latitude incre-

= - ments, respectively.
- V= ( 2) The final step is a simple trajectory procedure which
cly ' Ox follows a point (storm center) in the fluid (environ-

hxs and mental flow) during the barotropic model integration
Here, x and y are, respectively, the eastward a (Velden et al. 1984). This step is necessary because ofnorthward coordinates along the surface of the sphere, the elimination of the vortex (and associated vorticity
Changing coordinates to latitude (0) and longitude (X), center) as described above. The trajectory begins at the
and making use of (2), the relative vorticity is then: specified storm center location, and is calculated after

I a (Cos 0 _6+ I a24, each time step based on the barotropic forecast of the
r2 cosq5 O cc w r2 cos 2o , environmental flow.

(3)
where r is the earth radius, and V2 is the Laplacian TABLE 1. Mean track forecast errors (kin) from various wind anal-
operator in spherical coordinates. The streamfunction- yses used to initialize the barotropic track forecast model. The number
vorticity tendency equation becomes of cases is 300. The lowest MFE for each period is underlined.

0" 1 [1(N +f)o (f+ ) W f)OP0V Forecast interval (h)
cOt r2 cos6 ax 5- 0 CIO A 12 24 36 48

= (V 2 - 2)--, (4) Single levels (hPa)
at 850 108 211 280 381

700 106 209 272 375
that is, 500 III 216 286 389O' --)I •.400 117 226 297 415

"= (V 2 
- R -2)-L (5) Single-level combinations (hPa)

Of ot 850,200 125 239 311 437
850,500,200 117 221 293 412

where R is the internal Rossby radius of deformation, 850, 400, 200 118 228 305 427
which we take to be 1000 km. This additional term is Layer-means (hPa)
included to take into account the first internal mode. 1000-100 93 193 267 359

850-200 89 189 249 346Without this term, Cressman (1958) has shown that 850-300 85 183 242 336
there is an unrealistic retrogression of long waves in 850-400 87 182 240 338
nondivergent barotropic models. 850-500 89 T186 246 341

The model equations are solved using leapfrog time 700-400 94 197 251 351

differencing and centered spatial differencing on a lim- 700-500 96 202 254 356
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TAtLE 2. 48-h mean trck forecast errors (kin) from various layer-mean wind analyses used to initialize the barotropic track forecast
model for specified tropical cyclone intensity classes. The total number of cases is 300, which are fairly evenly distributed among intensity
classeL The lowest forecast error for each intensity class is underlined.

Intensity > 1005 995- 985- 975- 965- 955- 945- 935- <935
class (hPs) 1005 995 985 975 963 955 945

No. of cases 25 25 25 25 50 50 25 25 50
La}•v-means (hPa)

1000-100 389 374 367 364 367 364 347 338 324
850-200 383 365 357 355 348 339 328 326 313
850-300 371 362 355 351 331 332 310 304 302
850-400 343 341 349 344 322 316 334 34 1 339
850-500 332 331 332 337 332 329 356 360 356
700-400 348 338 347 342 345 341 361 365 368
700-500 342 331 340 346 359 367 372 377 372

This forecast procedure is both simple and econom- mean fields are used as input to the model. Overall,
ical, and has been employed in previous sensitivity/ the 850-300 and 850-400-hPa layer-means yield the
impact studies (Velden et al. 1984; Velden 1990). It lowest MFE, and are significantly lower than the MFE
is appropriate for use in our analysis as it provides for from the optimum single-level (700 hPa) and the 1000-
a forecast based purely on the specified environmental 100-hPa DLM commonly utilized in operational
steering current. The results presented in the next sec- models that incorporate layer-mean wind analyses as
tion are based upon 48-h forecasts from this model. input. This supports the findings of previous studies

(e.g., Dong and Neumann 1986; Pike 1987) that tro-
4. Results pospheric layer-means, as opposed to single-levels,

We first consider the relative performance ofselected should be used to provide the best approximation to
Wefirst col winsde analyes, singla e- levelcombinations environmental steering. However, at least in the Aus-

single-level wind analyses, single-level combinations tralian region, the traditional 1000-100-hPa DLM is
(with individual levels given weights determined by not the optimal layer. This supports our previous ob-
regression equations provided by the ERL-Hurricane servation and the contention by Holland (1984) that
Research Division), and vertically averaged (mass- boundary and outflow layer asymmetries do not con-
weighted) tropospheric layer-means as input to the tribute to the basic current, and may even introduce
model for the entire sample, before stratifying by storm variance, at least in the context ofbarotropic environ-
intensity. Mean forecast errors (MFEs) for the 300 mental steering. [Upper-tropospheric synoptic-scale
cases are shown in Table 1. Care must be taken in the circulations such as TUTT cells (Sadler 1976, 1978),
interpretation of this table. As we will show later in the
text, storms with different intensities move with dif-
ferent flow regimes and inherent forecast difficulty lev- 100
els. Since we deliberately chose a sample with an evenly-
distributed range of intensities, and not a climatological 200
intensity distribution, generalizations about Australian
region tropical cyclone steering cannot be gleaned from 3 W 00

this particular table. The focus is on the relative dif-
ferences between the MFEs for a sample with evenly- W
distributed intensities.

Table I shows 12, 24, 36, and 48-h forecasts (kin) I I I
from the barotropic model initialized with selected 7_ I
wind analyses. Considering first the single-level anal- I 0.
yses, the results show that the MFEs for 700 hPas are Noj j
slightly lower than 850 hPa, moderately lower than
500 hPa, and significantly lower (student-t test 95% lo I

significance level will be used throughout the paper) '10W u W5- s- 965- 95 - 9W W& ýme
than the 400-hPa MFE. The MFE from the selected low M M Ws M 95 We

single-level combinations are generally higher than the TOPCA CYCWoE WTENIY MtP

single-level MFE, which suggests that adding upper- FIG. 2. The relationship between tropical cyclone intensity (MSLP)

tropospheric (outflow region) information is detri- and the depth of the steering layer in the Australian region. The thick
bars indicate the layer-mean wind analysis that provides the optimum

mental to approximating the steering current, at least 48-h track forecast in each intensity category. (Note: as indicated in
in the context of barotropic track forecasting. Table 2, there was a tie between the 850-500- and 700-500-hPa

A substantial reduction in MFE occurs when layer- layer-means for the 995-1005-hPa intensity category).
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or mobile, mid-latitude troughs (Velden 1987) can in- TABLE 4. A summary of the variability of the results in Table 3.

fluence the cyclone path, but these baroclinic inter- The numbers indicate how many times each particular layer-mean

actions are not considered here.] Holland (1984) also yielded the best (worst) forecast for each intensity cateory.

suggests the general use of the 850-300-hPa layer for Intensity

approximating the basic current in Australian tropical class (hPa) >975 955-975 <955
cyclones. As discussed later, this layer is valid for in- No. of cases 100 100 100
tense systems, but is not optimum for weaker storms. Layer-means (hPa)

1000-100 6(32) 8(16) 16(8)
Given the results shown in Table 1, only the layer- 850-200 5 (27) 10(8) 23(5)

mean fields are examined further. The MFE differences 850-300 6(17) 20(9) 34(2)
between the "best" three or four layer-means are quite 850-400 21(8) 31(4) 17 (12)

small, and an optimal layer-mean is not obvious. This 850-500 36(4) 13(11) 3(24)

is especially true given the evidence presented later in 700-40" 12(7) 14(20) 4(22)

the text that intense storms (in which the 850-300- 700-500 14(5) 4(32) 3(27)

hPa layer-mean is optimum) exhibit lower overall MFE
than weaker storms. It is emphasized that these results layer is optimal for less intense storms with central
should not be interpreted as a general finding for the pressures higher than 975 hPa; the 850-400-hPa layer
Australian region basin, since our sample intensities is optimal for storms with central pressures between
are intentionally evenly-distributed, and not based on 955 and 975 hPa; and the 850-300-hPa layer is optimal
climatology, for the most intense storms with central pressures lower

To investigate the influence of intensity (defined as than 955 hPa. The 850-200-hPa layer provided the
the current minimum sea levelpressure, MSLP) on the lowest MFE for storms with central pressures lower
selection of the optimum steering layer, the sample is than 925 hPa. However, the very small number of cases
stratified into 10-hPa intensity classes shown in Table prevented this result from being significant, and is not
2 (while only the 48-h MFEs are shown, similar results shown. Differences in the MFE between the layer with
were found at other forecast intervals). From Table 2, the lowest and next lowest values are significant for
our objective results seem to confirm intuitive reason- each intensity category. Table 4 presents a summary
ing that the motion of weaker storms is best approxi- of the variability of these results. Shown for each layer-
mated by shallow layer-means, and intense storms by mean are the number of forecasts that yielded the best
deep layer-means. Figure 2 graphically represents the (and worst) 48-h position errors relative to the other
relationship between the optimum steering layer (low- layer-means, for each intensity category. The highest
est MFE) and intensity. It is clear that a general rela- number of optimal forecasts in each intensity category
tionship exists, although due to the somewhat narrow corresponds to the layer-mean with the lowest MFE
intensity stratification, the differences in MFEs in Table shown in Table 3, suggesting a strong degree of con-
2 are generally not significant. This may, in part, be sistency in the results.
due to the variance in the best track intensity estimates Similar results are also found with the 12-, 24-, and
that were derived almost solely from satellite techniques 36-h MFE (not shown), and specifically identify the
that were evolving during the period of this study greater depth of the optimal deep-layer environmental
(Holland 1981). steering relative to increasing tropical cyclone intensity

It is suggested from Fig. 2 that a re-stratification into in the Australian region. This information should be
three broader intensity classes (>975, 955-975, <955 very useful to operational forecasters for subjective
hPa) would adequately represent the steering/intensity purposes, and can be employed to more appropriately
relationship. This broader intensity stratification will initialize operational statistical and barotropic numer-
also reduce the likelihood of variance due to unrep- ical track forecast models.
resentative intensity estimates. The MFEs (48-h) are To illustrate further the varying flow regimes and
presented in Table 3, and show that the 850-500-hPa resulting track forecasts depending on layer-mean

depth and storm intensity, two examples of individual
cases are presented. These examples were deliberately

TABLE 3. AS in Table 2, except for different intensity classes, chosen to show a typical case, and a dramatic one. The

Intensity first case involves a weak storm and shows the typical
class (hPa) >975 955-975 <955 differences in track forecasts that occur depending on

No. of cases 100 100 too which layer-mean wind analysis is used to initialize the
Layer-means (hPa) model. The second case highlights a strong storm, and

1000-100 374 365 336 shows the dramatic differences in track forecasts that
850-200 365 344 322
850-300 360 332 305 can occur.
850-400 345 318 338
850-500 333 330 357 a. Tropical cyclone Lena (1983)
700-400 344 343 365 Lena developed from a weak tropical low on 1 April
700-500 340 356 374 and initially moved southwestward (Fig. 3). The storm
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FIG. 3. Track of tropical cyclone Lena during April 1983. The numbers indicate MSLP
(87 = 987 hPa), date (01 = I April) and time ( 12 = 1200 UTC), respectively.

then tracked in a westerly direction until 4 April, at proximated by the lower-tropospheric flow, which in
which time it reached tropical cyclone status with an this case has more of a component towards the west
estimated central pressure of 994 hPa. Lena then turned than its deep-layer counterpart.
southward and deepened to 980 hPa before recurving It should be noted that a considerable track forecast
on 7 April and moving rapidly to the southeast, crossing error still exists even with the use of the "optimal"
the Australian coastline near 0000 UTC 8 April. 850-500-hPa layer-mean initial analysis. While we
Throughout its lifetime, Lena was a relatively weak considered a reasonable number of layer-mean corn-
system. binations, it is possible that in some individual cases

To show the impact of properly initializing the baro- such as this one, the optimal steering level or layer-
tropic forecast model with a shallow layer-mean wind mean is one we did not consider (e.g., perhaps in this
analysis in a weak cyclone event (as found in our results case the 850-700-hPa layer-mean would be "opti-
above), 48-h track forecasts from 1200 UTC 5 April mal"). The forecast errors could also be due to analysis
initialized with the 850-500-, 850-300-, and 1000-100- uncertainties, model errors, and the fact that we are
hPa layer-mean wind analyses are presented. The fore- not considering the beta effect. However, the point is
cast tracks are shown in Fig. 4, while the track forecast clear in this case and in other more dramatic cases we
errors are given in Table 5. Although the forecast track examined, that in general the weaker intensity systems
differences in this case are not dramatic, the shallower are steered by the lower-tropospheric flow identified in
layer-mean clearly yields the best results. The track this study as the 850-500-hPa layer-mean wind.
forecast errors of the model initialized with the 850-.
500-hPa layer-mean are 20-30% lower than with the b. Tropical cyclone Kerry (1979)
1000-100-hPa layer-mean, and illustrate the fact that The second case involves a very intense storm which
the motion of this relatively weak cyclone is best ap- occurred during February-March 1979, with an aircraft
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it ... tropospheric flow at and above 200 hPa at this time
was a weak southeasterly, while the 1000-hPa flow was
from the east, resulting in the northwest shift of the
1000-100-hPa track relative to the 850-300-hPa track.

It is interesting to note from Table 3 that the opti-
mum layer MFEs for the intense storms (<955 hPa)
are significantly lower than the optimum layer MFE

14o for the weaker storms (>975 hPa). This finding is con-
870512 sistent with the results of Dong and Neumann (1986)

for easterly moving Atlantic hurricanes versus tropical
storms. This could be physically related to the more
persistent nature of deep-layer steering associated with

810612 the more intense storms, but could also be attributed
to increased initial positioning errors associated with
weaker systems (DeMaria et al. 1990).

800700 The overall MFE when the optimal layer (based on
the three intensity categories) is used in each individual

800112 case (dependent sample) to initialize the model is
shown in Table 7. This method results in a significant
reduction in MFE (up to 12% at 48 h) over that of a

2d -. fixed-layer ( 1000-I100 hPa) initialization that does not
ORT HEOLAN include intensity information (i.e., the current opera-

tional procedure at the Bureau of Meteorology in Aus-
2? ,tralia). This is quite a remarkable improvement given

110° 112' 1149 1160 1160 1200 that the experiment involves only a modest change in
the initial analyses provided to the forecast model.Fi. 4. 48-h track forecasts initialized at 1200 UTC 5 April. along While relative comparisons are the main focus of

with verifying track for Lena (0- - 0). Forecasts were initialized
with the 850-500- (0' - - 0), 850-300- (* - - *), and 1000-100- this paper, the forecast results using the optimal layer
(0-- 0) hPa layer-mean analyses. are also compared, in an absolute sense, to persistence

and the official track forecasts from these 300 cases to
assess the competitiveness of this numerical guidance

recorded sustained wind speed of 140 kt being one of (Table 7). It is shown that the MFE are much lower
the strongest winds ever observed from an Australian than persistence, and quite competitive with the official
tropical cyclone. Kerry's track was a very long one, forecasts (derived from operational storm positions).
and is most notable for its erratic behavior, as evidenced This is despite the fact that the model is governed solely
in Fig. 5. By 15 February, as Kerry entered the Aus- by environmental steering, and does not include the
tralian region, it was already classified as a severe trop- contributions to motion from linear and nonlinear ef-
ical cyclone. The central pressure decreased to 943 hPa fects of vortex propagation.
on 19 February. In the period of 19-26 February, Kerry
moved in a large loop before heading westward towards
the eastern Australian coast. In the next week or so, 5. Discussion
Kerry persisted near the coast before finally accelerating
to the southeast and weakening. The results show that the initialization of a barotro-

Track forecasts were initialized at 1200 UTC 18 pic tropical cyclone track forecast model with a vari-
February, near the time when Kerry was most intense, able-depth wind analysis that best approximates the
As in the previous case, the forecasts from the 850-
500-, 850-300-, and 1000-1 00-hPa initial wind anal-
yses are compared both graphically (Fig. 6), and quan- TABLE 5. Track forecast position errors (kin) for weak tropical
titatively (Table 6). In contrast to the weak case pre- cyclone Lena (987 hPa) from 1200 UTC 5 April 1983. A comparison
sented above, the best forecast in this case results when is made between model forecasts initialized with the 850-500-. 850-
the model is initialized with a deep-layer mean (850- 300-, and 1000-100-hPa layer-means.
300 hPa). This illustrates an example of an intense
system which is characterized by a well-developed Forecast interval (h)
(vertically) vortex which moves with a deeper flow.
Note, however, that the traditionally-utilized 1000-
100-hPa DLM results in an inferior forecast, indicating La'er-mean (hPa)
possible negative effects on approximating the vortex 850-500 47 106 134 202
motion from the inclusion of the inflow and outflow 850-300 63 129 171 249

regions, as discussed earlier. The areal-averaged upper- 1000-I00 71 147 189 268
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FIG. 5. Track of tropical cyclone Kerry during February and March of 1979. The numbers are as explained in Fig. 3.
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AG. 6. 48-h track forecasts initialized at 1200 UTC 18 February, along with verifying track for Kerry (0 -- 0). Forecasts were initialized
with the 850-500- (C - - 0), 850-300- (* - - *), and 1000-100- (0 -- 0) hPa layer-mean analyses.
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environmental steering can significantly reduce the TABLE 7. A comparison of mean track forecast errors (kin) by
MFE relative to a "fixed-depth" analysis. The current different methods tor the homogeneous sample of 300 cases. From

the barotropic model forecasts, the operational layer-mean is theoperational schemes at the Australian Bureau of Me- 1000-100-hPa DLM (fixed for all cases), and the optimum layer-
teorology utilize a 1000-100-hPa DLM in all forecast mean (variable in each case) is based on the intensity stratification
situations regardless of intensity, us does the operational of Table 3. The official forecasts were made from operational initial
SANBAR barotropic model (Sanders et al. 1975) in positions and all others from best track position.
the Atlantic and eastern North Pacific basins. This Forecast interval (h)
study shows that the selection of the optimum wind
analysis is dependent on storm intensity, with tropo- 12 24 36 48
spheric layer-means outperforming single-level analy-
ses. The model MFE for weaker systems (>975 hPa) Method
are minimized using the 850-500-hPa layer-mean, Persistence 87 203 358 505

Official 96 201 280 382
while the optimal wind analysis for very intense storms Operational layer-mean 93 193 267 359
(<955 hPa) is the 850-300-hPa layer-mean. Optimum layer-mean 81 172 230 319

These findings for the Australian region support the
intuitive concept that the depth of the environmental
steering increases with tropical cyclone intensity. The
fact that a strong relationship was found in this tropical of the interaction of the vortex with the environment
cyclone basin, which is characterized by relatively weak by more accurately defining the basic flow.
environmental flow regimes and erratic tracks, suggests From an operational standpoint, the performance
that the basic concept would apply in other basins. In of the barotropic track forecast model with the inclu-
fact, Dong and Neumann ( 1986) found similar results sion of the intensity information should boost the con-
in the Atlantic, although their stratifications and op- fidence Australian forecasters have in the ability of these
timal layer-means differed somewhat, simple models to predict tropical cyclone tracks. There

There are physical and environmental factors which has been a tendency to overlook these models with the
can affect the basic relationships and optimum steering recent influx of sophisticated schemes and dynamic
layer-means. Some of these (storm latitude, intensity models. Certainly, the sheer simplicity of the model
tendency, season, specific area of development, and dynamics will explain much of the forecast position
environmenta, easterlies versus westerlies regimes) will error in barotropic track forecasting. However, it is
be a subject of future work, and can be incorporated suggested from these results that a significant part of
into the operational schemes. There are other situations the forecast error can be attributed simply to the im-
that could lead to deviations from the above results in proper specification of the depth of the wind analysis
individual storm events. Initial analysis and intensity used to initialize these models.
estimate uncertainties (Holland 1981 ), land effects These results also suggest that intensity prediction
(Holland 1984), and strongly sheared environments could be very important to barotropic track forecasting.
(Chan and Gray 1982); or subtropical "hybrid" de- The plausibility exists of incorporating prognostic in-
velopments might require special considerations. tensity information into the barotropic track forecast

The tropical cyclone vortex was eliminated from the model (to determine if the optimum layer changes
flow field in our study to isolate the effects on forecast during the integration). Any additional reduction in
motion exclusively by the environmental flow. Thus, track MFE will of course be dependent upon the ability
we have not considered the potential effects of the vani- to accurately forecast intensity. Current operational
able-depth analyses on the component of tropical cy- methods show limited skill, however, preliminary re-
clone motion associated with vortex propogation suits of experimental schemes being tested at the Aus-
(Chan and Williams 1987; Fionino and Elsberry 1989). tralian Bureau of Meteorology are showing promise
However, these findings may be important to studies (Leslie et al. 1990). The possibility of incorporating

this prognostic intensity information into the track
forecast model described here is being investigated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

U ,- .... _ _ ._.

Microwave radiometers in the 55 GHz 02 - - --- -------

band can detect changes in air temperature even - " - ...... _
through clouds and snow. An obvious application -s------ .-----
is measuring the strength of warm cores of tropi- ,-.
cal cyclones. Because the hydrostatic approxima- see

tion is valid for tropical cyclones, the three-di- n o
mensional temperature structure determines the sea 31e

level pressure distribution. The minimum sea I
level pressure (SLP) or its deviation from the

environmental pressure (AP) are useful indices of
a tropical cyclone's intensity.

It is therefore possible to estimate
tropical cyclone intensity if one can retrieve the
three-dimensional temperature anomaly from the ob- We : .
served brightness temperatures (TB) at various V_ f
scan line and element (ij) locations and ease W fam

frequencies (k). Neglecting scattering by
precipitation (minimal above the melting level) Figure 1. Cross section in radius and height
and surface emission (minimal for upper- of temperature anomalies in Hurricane Inez (1966)
tropospheric channels), based on rawinsondes (located at black dots on ab-

scissa), aircraft flights in the low, middle, andTBI'A' " w.WL) ~ ~)F.J(x,y) 4VOL (1) upper troposphere (within rectangular outline.

Hawkins and mlbembo 1976), and the mean hurricane
stratospheric structure from Koteswaram (1967).

where Wk(z) is the weighting function for channel Anomalies are relative to the mean annual sounding
k, T(x.y,z) is the three dimensional temperature for the West Indies (Jordan 1958). If Inez were

structure, and Fl.j(x,y) is the projection of the viewed at nadir and centered in an antenna foot-
antenna pattern at scan coordinate (L.J) onto the print, roughly half of the energy received by MSU
Earth's surface. Channel 3 would come from inside the oval.

In principle, (1) can be inverted for a
set of TBI.j.k to obtain T(x,y,z) directly. This
is a generalization of the classical sounding re- measured by aircraft to the difference in Channel

trieval problem (Rodgers 1976) to include the in- 3 brightness temperature between the measurement

Steraction between T(x,y,z) and Fl.j(xy). This nearest the center and an environmental mean
.horizontal structure must be modeled explicitly (Tg.-Tgmw)3 to AP. (Channel 3 is chosen because
because the antenna Ofootprinto and warm anomaly its weighting function peaks in the upper

are of similar sizes (Fig. 1). The maximum troposphere where the warm core is strongest.) A
brightness temperature seen by the radiometer is hybrid method applies a physical sounding
less than would be measured if the horizontal retrieval algorithm (Smith 1970) to the four MSU

resolution was less than the eye diameter. channels; AP is then related statistically to the

The complexity of (1) motivates the re- 250 hPa temperature difference (T.-T.m)ane.

placement of part or all of the solution with re- The present research is motivated by the

gression. Velden et al. (1991) develops statisti- desire to use SSM/T (DMSP series Special Sensor
cal relationships for AP (central pressure Microwave/Temperature) data to estimate the inten-
ianomaly) for western North Pacific tropical cy- sity of western North Pacific tropical cyclones.
clones using measurements from the Microwave Velden et al. 's (1991) results cannot be used be-
Sounding Unit (MSU) aboard the MOAA series polar cause they are based on MSU data with a horizontal
orbiters. A purely statistical method relates AP resolution of 110 la at nadir, while the SSM/T
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resolution in 180 ka. Neither can a ney statisti- The warm core structure Tgt(x.y) seen by a
cal relationship be made specifically for SSX/T. radiometer with very high horizontal resolution La
because SS/T archiving began after aircraft re- modeled as
connaissance (source of AP ground truth) was dis-
continued in 1987. Tj(z,y) - TB*.k + AT~k [I- (6)

that is needed is an lgorithm which ac- r
counts for satellite-dependent factors (antennras Tx + Tgyy (6)
pattern and weighting function) without the need
for ground truth and produces an estimate of warm where
core strength which does not depend upon the in-Sstrument. The difference in weighting functions r - (x. + y9) l1Z.
can be accounted for by using a sounding retrieval
algorithm. This extended abstract describes a Parameters a and P define the size and shape of
feasibility study of the other half of the problem the warm anomaly, respectively. Tjx and Tb model
-- correcting for anter= resolution effects using a uniform environmental thermal gradient. Holland
a physical retrieval approach. (1980) used the ahisymetric form of this function

to fit a variety of tropical cyclone surface pres-

sure distributions. Eq. (6) has been tested for
2. HORIZONTAL STRUCTmUR RETRIEVAL the present application by fitting it to 11 radial

CONCEPT temperature profiles from research aircraft
flights in Atlantic hurricanes at 180-240 hPa

If the horizontal structure of the warm (Shea and Gray 1973).
anomaly does not vary significantly with height Parameters Tb,.k. ATBt. a. . TB.. and T,
over the depth of Wk(z), we can write T(x.yz) as constituta a "structure vector* x. which may be

retrieved using the iterative solution of Rodgers

T(x.y.z) - To(z) + ATu=(z)T*(z,y) (2) (1976):

where T,(z) is the environmental sounding. 761- z0+8=%T(K-8.8 T + 8.,)" [To-T.-.(Z.-X.) (7)
AT-o(z) is the maximum anomaly (eye) sounding,
and T*(x.y) is the nondimensionalized horizontal where

anomaly structure. The origin is assigned to the
tropical cyclone center and TV(O.O)-l. Assuming 1 , - iteration mel of structure vector
the weighting functions do not vary across the
tropical cyclone, we can substitute (2) into (1) X0 - 'Guess' values of Z,

8 '= - Covariance matrix of Z,

T.. - f ( W,(z) Fi.j(x.y) [ T,(z) + To - Observation vector containing all TB.J.k,.

I 3)- Covariance matrix of observation errors,

Td1 - Predicted observation vector, given by
Since f F(x.y) dAREA - 1, integrating (3) yields f Fi.j(x.y) TBk(Z.x.y) dAREA, and

AMA

TB&.S.k - TB..k + ATBg f Fj.t(xy)T*(x.y) dAREA (4) 1. - ( 1. evaluated using one-sided finite

A'" 
33,, differences.

IThe brightness temperatures on the right hand side
result from the vertical integration of the
envirommental and maximum (eye) anomaly tempera- 3. RESULTS OF HORIZONTAL REIRIEVAL
ture structures, respectively, with the channel k FEASIBILITY TEST
weighting function.

The use of an observed TB anomaly The feasibility of the horizontal physi-
(TB,-TBv)., as an estimate of ATBk (see cal retrieval is examined by applying it to 77
Introduction) implicitly assumes that Tr(xy)-l cases ' from the western North Pacific HSU set of
over the antenna =footprinto Fi.j(x,y). The area Velden et al. (1991) and retrieving a brightness
integral is therefore overestimated by a factor temperature structure for Channel 3 Tjp(x.y). The

which varies directly with the size of the antenna algorithm seeks a TBpx,y) structure which fits the
footprint. (TBe-TBem)k therefore underestimates observations without being *unreasonable" (where
ATBk so the statistical regression between ATBk "reason" is specified by Xe and S=z). 10 and 5m
and AP compensates by adjusting the coefficient on for the test are estimated by fitting (6) to
ATBt upward to account for the horizontal aircraft daea, followed by some experimentation in
resolution effect for the average T*(xy). which adjustments were made to the moan value of

The goal of the horizontal physical re- ATBp. the standard deviation of a, and the man of
trieval algorithm is to determine the eye anomaly a for those cases in which no eye was reported by
ATBmm(z) and anomaly structure T*(xy) which best reconnaissance (about one-third of the total).
reproduce a set of observed T•j.3.k across the warm These values are summarized in Table 1. For the
core. The retrieval is performed by inverting first iteration (m-O), X - 1 0. Eq. (7) is then

ame

TBI.j.k - f Fi.j(x.y) TBk(x,y) dAIA. (5) 'Five of the original 82 cases could not be pro-
AM cessed with the new software.
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evaluated repeatedly until the solution for ATga
changes by less than 0.5 aK awong three successive
iterations (4-1 iterations are typically required
for convergence). Fig. 2 shows an example of data

selection and the retrieved thermal structure.

A quadratic regression equation for AP is
then fitted to ATB3 and compared with equations

based on (TB3 -TB-,) 3 (pure statistical) and (Ta-
T..,)2so (hybrid physical- statistical using a
sounding retrieval). The results are shown in

Table 2. The regressions based on a retrieved
quantity ((TO-Tm)250 or &TB3 ) are slightly supe-
rior to that based on raw brightness temperatures
((TBs-TB3 v) 3 ). As expected, the coefficient on
ATB3 is smaller than that on (TBc-TBvv)3,
indicating that the warm anomaly is being more
fully resolved.

Eye radii from aircraft will not be
available in operational applications. It should
be possible to use remote measurements of eye size Figure 2. Horizontal physical structure re-
from visible, infrared, or microwave (SS/I) im- trieval for Super-Typhoon Forrest, 18 UT 26 Sept.

agery instead. The value of this ancillary data 1983. White areas are warm in the MSU-3 imagery.
is seen by rerunning the physical retrieval with The ellipses are the half-power footprints of the
the sample mean eye radius as the guess for all KSU-3 measurements used. The dashed white con-
cases; the RMS error on AP increases from 15.3 tours define the guess temperature structure, and
hPa to 16.3 hPa, which is only slightly better the solid black contours are the retrieved struc-
than raw radiances (Table 2). However, the physi- ture. ATB3 in 5.6 oK in the guess and 19.2 OK in
cal retrieval still largely serves its purpose if the retrieval.

it can correct for antenna differences between HSU
to SSM/T, even if it does not improve on raw
radiances for any particular instrument.

Table 2. Quadratic statistical relation-

ships for AP (central pressure anomaly) using the

Table 1. Means and standard deviations for the 77 case sample of western North Pacific tropical
constraint ("guess") values of the free parameters cyclones. The ATB3 (AE) results are obtained using
on the brightness temperature structure modeled by aircraft measurements of eye radius as a guess for
Eq. 6. a. ATp(ME) is obtained when the sample mean eye

radius is used for all cases.
QUANTITY K(EAN STD). D)EV.
-.............IT........o ...ter .......four...... . Predictor Equation Std. Error

-ATB3 5.6 OK 15 OK ..-------------------------------------------------
B.3 Avg. of outer four I OK(x) AP - F(x) (hPa)

observed values, minus (TBe-TBm)s 9.9 + 26.2x - 2.2x2 16.6

0.5 OK. (Tc-Tew)zs 1.4'+ 14.lx - .52x 2  
15.0

a Eye radius from A/C 0.5a ATB3(AE) 9.3 + 7.6x - .19xl 15.3

reconnaissance, OR 30 km ATB3 (NE) 10.8 + 7.7x - .17x
2  

16.3
1 0 .5 --------------------------------------------------

B1  0 l -K/1000 km
By, 0 1 9K/1000 km to test the retrieval for the *next-generation"
---------.......................................... microwave radiometers: AMSU (&dvanced licrowaveIounding Unit) and the SSM/T2, which feature hori-

4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS zontal resolution of order 50 km. Once the scan
geometry and navigation for the SSH/T have been

The above results demonstrate the overall added to the retrieval algorithm, it should then
feasibility of the horizontal physical structure be possible to run the horizontal retrieval for
retrieval. As stated in the Introduction, the both MSU-3 and an upper-tropospheric SSM/T chan-
goals of this study are to be able to use SSM/T to nel. As with the simulation, the retrieved ATB
estimate tropical cyclone intensity. The horizon- for upper tropospheric channels from different
tal physical retrieval is an effort to correct for instruments should be similar.
resolution differences between HSU and SSM/T an- The optimal solution is to apply both
tennas to allow development of a satellite-inde- horizontal and vertical retrievals in succession

pendent regression relationship for AP as a func- and recover an eye temperature anomaly sounding
tion of retrieved warm core strength. ATu(z) from which AP could be computed directly.

The ability of the horizontal retrieval to Considerable difficulties are expected with this
correct for resolution differences between satel- approach, but if the reductions in standard error
lites remains to be tested. A preliminary test due to the sounding retrieval and horizontal re-
will be made by using the retrieved structure vec- trieval are largely independent, the use of both
tor Z and the SSN/T antenna pattern to simulate should result in improved performance of the re-
SSM/T data; the simulated SSN/T data will then be gression equation, as well as retaining portabil-
perturbed with simulated noise and used to gener- ity from HSU to SSH/T.
ate a new retrieval. The values of ATB resulting
from the actual HSU-3 and simulated SSM/T data
should be similar. The same approach can be used
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I ,
1. INTRODUCTION which uses a 1000-100 mb deep layer-mean). These

findings should also contribute to further Studie..
There is little question that the of the environmental influences on tropical

environmental flow accounts for a large fraction cyclone motion in the Australian region, through .,
of tropical cyclone motion. Previous studies of more proper identification of the basic flow.
the steering concept have suggested that tropical A nondivergent barotropic model is employed it.
cyclone motion could best be approximated by this study to investigate the effects on track
either a mid-tropospheric level (500 or 700 mb). forecast errors by varying the vertical extent of
or a mass-weighted deep layer-mean (DIU) flow the initial wind analyses (environmental steerinr.
field such as the vertically-averaged wind over flow) based on current storm intensity. The
the 1000-100 mb layer. However, operational results will allow for an assessment of the
hurricane forecasters know from experience that, importance of the initial analysis and intensity
in general, weaker tropical cyclones move with a information in barotropic track forecasting.
shallow lower-tropospheric flow while the more
well-developed systems move with a deep-layer flow 2. DATA SAMPLE
(Simpson 1971). The background on the development
of environmental steering concepts is smarized Tropical cyclone "best track" data from
in Elsberry et al. (1987). Australian region storms are on archive at the

* The question pertaining to the optimum level, Australian Bureau of Meteorology. This data set
or layer, which best approximates tropical cyclone consists of 6-h information that includes the
motion was quantitatively addressed by Dong and storm date/time, and observations/estimates of
Neumann (1986). They found that the optimum depth current position, central pressure, speed andN of the deep layer for steering Atlantic hurricanes direction. Also on archive are the objective,
is greater than that for weaker tropical storms, operational mandatory-level wind analyses over the
and that deep layer steering is generally better Australian region for the period 1971 to the
than single-level steering (in agreement with Pike present (Mills and Seaman 1990). Input to the

i 1987). Chan and Gray (1982) examined cases from nondivergent barotropic track-forecast model
three tropical cyclone basins including the utilized in this study (discussed in the next
Australian region, in which they documented the section) is provided from a selection of these
deviations of storm motion from selected individual mandatory-level wind analyses, and
levels/layers of environmental steering. Deep- mass-weighted layer-means derived-from these
layer steering was found to be a good descriptor horizontal analyses (Pike 1985). The selection
of cyclone movement. These studies suffered process was based on subjective reasoning and
somewhat from generality in that only broad previous studies (e.g. Dong and Neumann 1986; Pike
intensity classes (tropical storm and hurricane) 1987).
were considered. For the present study, 300 cases from 1971-

In this paper we expand on this general 1990 over the Australian region tropical cyclone
approach in an attempt to specifically identify basin (roughly 0-40 S and 100-170 E; see Fig. 1)
the relationship between tropical cyclone were selected that cover a wide, but evenly-
intensity and barocropic motion in the Australian distributed range of intensities from depressions
region tropical cyclone basin. The physical to very strong cyclones. The selection process
reasoning behind this suspected relationship is only required each case to have 48 hours of
based on the hypothesis that an increase in subsequent storm track for model forecast
intensity is generally associated with greater verification, and a 24-h separation between cases
vertical development of the cyclonic vortex, which to help minimize serial correlations. The
in turn is advected by an environmental flow of Australian region basin offers a severe test of
greater depth. A proper and detailed envirordnental steering concepts since it isI identification of the optimum steering layer will characterized by relatively strong vertical shear
not only be useful for subjective predictions by zones, early track recurvatures and poleward
operational forecasters, but can provide improved movement, and frequent continental influences
initial analysis input for statistical end (Peak and Elaberry 1984). These effects quitei barorropic track forecast models which initialize often result in nonpersistent, nonclimatological
on layer-mean wind analyses (such as the tracks (Holland 1983) and difficult forecasts
operational barotropic model employed in Australia (Pike and Neumann 1987).
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Mi
i of the vortex (and associated vorticity center) as

- * . described above. The trajectory begins at the
- . -•specified storm center location, and is calculated

l - 0-.. after each time step based on the barotropic
forecast of the environmental flow.

This forecast procedure is both simple and

economical, and has been employed in previous
sensitivity/impact studies (Velden et al. 1984;
Velden 1990). It is appropriate for use in our
analysis as it provides for a forecast based
purely on the specified environmental steering
current. The results presented in the next section
are based upon forecasts from this model.

4. RESULTS

Figure 1. Australian region tropical cyclone domain. 4 EUT
We first consider the relative performance of

selected single-level wind analyses (mandatory
levels), single-level combinations (with
individual levels given weights determined by

3. FORECAST MODEL regression equations provided by the ERL-Hurricane

Research Division), and vertically averaged (mass-
The procedures for analyzing the wind field weighted) tropospheric layer-means as input to the

and predicting the forecast track are: 1) the model for the entire sample, before stratifying by
removal of the tropical cyclone vortex from the storm intensity. Mean forecast errors (NFE) for
initial wind analysis and replacement with the the 300 cases are shown in Table 1 Care must be
environmental flow; 2) a nondivergent barotropic taken in the interpretation of this table. As we
forecast of the environmental flow field; and 3) a will show later in the text, storms with different
point (storm center) trajectory forecast be" %d on intensities move with different flow regimes and
the barotropic forecast of the environments flow. inherent forecast difficulty levels. Since we
This methodology was chosen to minimize the deliberately chose a sample with an evenly-
effects on the tropical cyclone motion due to the distributed range of intensities, and not a
vortex specification and interaction, and to focus climatological intensity distribution,
specifically on the effects of varying the generalizations about Australian region tropical
environmental flow field. cyclone steering cannot be gleaned from this

The axisymmetric tropical cyclone vortex is particular table. The focus is on the relative
removed from the initial objective wind analysis differences between the MFE for a sample with
by zeroing out all gridpoint values within a evenly-distributed intensities.
specified radius of the storm center. This radius Table 1 shows 12, 24, 36 and 48-h forecasts
is determined from the operationally-analysed (km) from the barotropic model initialized with

outermost closed isobar. Bi-linear interpolation selected wind analyses. Considering first the
from surrounding gridpoint values just outside the single-level analyses, the results show that the
specified radius is used to re-assign values to MFE for 700 mb is slightly lower than 850 mb,
all gridpoints that were zeroed out. This simple moderately lower than 500 mb and significantly
procedure, in effect, approximates the lower (student-t test 95 % significance level will
environmental flow over the original vortex be used throughout the paper) than the 400 mb MFE.
region. The MFE from the selected single-level

The environmental flow is assumed to be combinations are generally higher than the single-
governed by the nondivergent barotropic vorticity level MFE, which suggests that adding upper-
equation, which expresses conservation of the tropospheric (outflow region) information is
vertical component of absolute vorticity following detrimental to approximating the steering current,
parcels on a sphere. The model equations are at least in the context of barotropic track
solved using leapfrog time differencing and forecasting.

centered spatial differencing on a limited-area, A substantial reduction in MFE occurs when
latitude-longitude grid located over the layer-mean fields are used as input to the model.
Australian region analysis domain (Fig. 1). The Overall, the 850-300 and 850-400 mb layer-means
latitude and longitude increments are equal and yield the lowest 8 FE, and are significantly lower
fixed at one degree. Since the model domain is thane the lFefr the optimum single-level (700
confined to lower latitudes, numerical problems mb) and the 1000-100 mb Dtep commonly utilized in
With this finite-difference scheme at higher operational models that incorporate layer-mean
latitudes (e.g., convergence of the meridians, wind analyses as input. This supports the findings
ss at the poles) do not arise, of previous studies (e.g. Dong and Neumann, 1986;The solution procedure is as follows: the Pike 1987) that tropospheric layer-means, as

"lorticity field is calculated from the initial opposed to single-levels, should be used to best
streamfunction field, then the forcing term is approximate environmental steering. However, at
computed and the Hemholtz equation is solved for least in the Australian region, the traditional

Z/Zit. Finally, the streamfunction is updated in 1000-100 mb DLH is not the optimal layer. This
iime 1000o100 ou previs nod the

supports our previous observation and theThe final step is a simple trajectory contention by Holland (1984) that boundary andprocedure which follows a point (storm center) in outflow layer asymmetries do not contribute to the:'e fluid (environmental flow) during the basic current, and may even introduce variance, at-irotropic model integration (Velden et al. 1984). least in the context of barotropic environmental

s Step is necessary because of the elimination steering. Holland (1984) also suggests the general



3 use of the 850-300 mb layer for approximating the T 2. 48-h me" trak forecast orrors, Ie) tram varian
basic current in Australian tropical cyclones. As layer-ean vind Analyses used to xnittaalie the barotropxc
discussed later, this layer is valid for intense track forecast model tar specified tropical cyclone

intensity class". Th total nmber ot cases I300, which
systems, but is not optimum for weaker storms. are fairly evenly distributed am" intensity clasps. The

lowsat forecast error for each intensity class is
underlined.1 lblo 1. m~ean track forecast errors (ke) from various wind Itensity *,-as- 973- $65- ,ssT4- .~- s-analyses u4ed to initialize the berotropic track forecast ne y ..- 97- 963 S- 945 <3-

model. The number of cases is 300. The lowest K?3 for each cla"s tab) )lOOS1005 lo 5 859 985 855 945 d a35

period is underlined. no. of cases 2s 25 25 25 50 50 25 25 so

I Forecast interval (hra) a l 21a it ts ar-maan tub)
asinaills (Mb) 1000-100 389 374 367 364 387 364 347 338 324

850 109 211 280 391 8S0-200 383 365 357 351 348 339 329 328 313

1 20 272 375 $50-300 371 362 355 351 331 332 lB 2U 2I

500 111 218 288 389 850-400 343 341 349 344 22 U 334 341 339

400 127 226 297 415 950-500 12. a.1 33 ,L- 332 328 3S6 360 356

Unalg-level cosbinhstiong tb) 700-400 348 339 347 342 345 341 381 365 348

850,200 125 238 311 437 700?500 342 2.U 340 346 359 347 372 377 372

850,500,200 117 231 293 412

950,400,200 11 328 305 427

lava-mean, (Cb)

1000-100 93 153 287 359 l

850-200 n8 189 249 346

850-300 U 183 242 lu -0i

950-400 8 1A2 U24 338

$50-500 to 188 246 341

700-400 94 187 251 351 400-

700- 00 86 202 254 358

Given the results shown in Table 1, only the
layer-mean fields are examined further. The MFE C I

differences between the "best" three or four 005 W, VW 7- . 05S. 95. a', Ilayer-means are quite small, and an optimal layer- ims eA goe s9 us M 0s 9s
mean is not obvious. This is especially ttue given TnOPctCMONEvrEwsTY p'a)

the evidence presented later in the text that
intense storms (in which the 850-300 mb layer-meanis optimum) exhibit a lower overall MFE than fiqure 2. The relationship btw teen tropical cyclone

intensity (MSLP) and the depth of the steerinq layer in theweaker storms. It is emphasized that these results Australian region. The thick bars indicate the layer-sean
wind analysis that provides the optimum 48-h track forecast

should not be interpreted as a general finding for in each intensity category. (Note: as indicated in Table 2.
the Australian region basin, since our sample there was a ti between the 850-500 and 700-500 mb layer-

intensities are intentionally evenly-distributed, mens for th. 985-1005 51 intensity category).
and not based on climatology.

To investigate the influence of tropical
cyclone intensity (defined as the current minimum
sea level pressure, KSLP) on the selection of the
optimum steering layer, the sample is stratified It is suggested from Fig. 2 that a re-
into 10 mb intensity classes shown in Table 2 stratification into 3 broader intensity classes
(while only the 48-h KFE are shown, similar > 975, 955-975, < 955 mb ) would adequately
results were found at other forecast intervals), represent the steering -intensity relationship.From Table 2. our objective results seen to This broader intensity stratification will also

confirm intuitive reasoning that the motion of reduce the likelihood of variance due to
weaker storms is best approximated by shallow unrepresentative intensity estimates. The MF(
layer-means, and intense storms by deep layer- h) are presented in Table 3, and show that the
means. Figure 2 graphically represents the 850-500 mb layer is optimal for the storms witt
relationship between the optimum steering layer intensities higher than 975 mb; the 850-400 ab
(lowest MFE) and intensity. It is clear a general layer is optimal for storms with intensities
relationship exists, although due to the somewhat between 955 and 975 mb; and the 850-300 mb laye
narrow intensity stratification, the differences is optimal for storms with intensities lower tf
in MFE in Table 2 are generally not significant. 955 ob. (Note: the 850-200 mb layer provided tl
This may, in part, be due to the variance in the lowest MFE for storms with intensities lower ti
best track intensity estimates that were derived 925 ab, however the very small number of cases
almost solely from satellite techniques that were prevented this result from being significant,
evolving during the period of this study (Holland is not shown).
1981).
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intense storms, but could also be attributed to
Table 3. As in Table 2. except for different intensity increased initial positioning errors associated
Claacos, with weaker systems (DeMaria et al. 1990).
izntenaity The overall KFE when the optimal layer (based
claSS (Sb) 9 $55-975 955 on the 3 intensity categories) is used in each
no. of cases ioo 100 100 individual case (dependent sample) to initialize

•e ,(M the model is shown in 'able 5. This method results
0 in a significant reduction in MFE (up to 12% at 48

1000-100 374 365 3hours) over that of a fixed-layer (1000-100 ub)
650-200 365 344 322 initialization that does not include intensity

s50-300 360 332 a0n information (i.e. the current operational

50-00 345 336 procedure at the Bureau of Meteorology inI 5Australia). This is quite a remarkable improvement
-000 12.1 330 35 given the experiment involves only a modest change

700-400 344 343 36S in the initial analyses provided to the forecast
700-500 340 356 374 model.

While relative comparisons are the main focus
of this paper. the forecast results using the
optimal layer are also compared in an absolute

sense to persistence and the official track
forecasts from these 300 cases to assess the

Differences in the MFE between the layer with competitiveness of this numerical guidance (Table

the lowest and next lowest values are significant 5). It is shown that the MFE are much lower than
for each intensity category. Table 4 presents a persistence, and quite competitive with the
summary of the variability of these results. Shown official forecasts (derived from operational storm
for each layer-mean are the number of forecasts positions). This is despite the fact that the
that yielded the best (and worst) 48-h position model is governed solely by environmental

errors relative to the other layer-means, for each steering, and doe! not include the contributions
intensity category. The highest number of optimal to motion from linear and nonlinear effects of
forecasts in each intensity category corresponds vortex propagation.

to the layer-mean with the lowest MFE shown in It has been shown that current intensity
Table 3, suggesting a strong degree of consistency information is important in determining the

in the results, optimum steering layer to initialize the track
Similar results are also found with the 12, 24 forecast model. It stands to reason that knowledge

and 36-h MFE (not shown), and specifically of the intensity tendency during the forecast

identify the greater depth of the optimal deep- period might also contribute to lowering of the
layer environmental steering relative to forecast errors. Based on our findings above
increasing tropical cyclone intensity in the (Table 3), if the intensity jumps to a different

Australian region. This information should be very class during the 48-h forecast, then the optimum
useful to operational forecasters for subjective layer-mean will change as well. Providing this

purposes, and can be employed to more information to the model should lower forecast

appropriately initialize operational statistical errors relative to the assumption of a steady-

and barotropic numerical track forecast models, state optimum layer-mean through the entire

It is interesting to note from Table 3 that forecast period.

the optimum layer MFE for the intense storms (< To investigate this, model forecasts were
955 mb) is significantly lower than the optimum made on a 97 case sub-sample, with all cases
layer MFE for the weaker storms (> 975 mb). This having at least one intensity class change in the
finding is consistent with the results of Dong and 48 hours from the initial time. The control

Neumann (1986) for easterly moving Atlantic forecasts consists of initializing the model with
hurricanes versus tropical storms. This could be the optimum layer-mean, with no future intensity
physically related to the more persistent nature information included, as was done above (i.e. the
of deep-layer steering associated with the more optimum layer-mean determined at the initial time,

based on the initial intensity, remains fixed
during the 48-h integration). The forecast

Table 4. A summary of the variability of the results in
Table 3. The numbers indicate how many times each particularlayer-mean yielded the beat (worst$ forecast for eachintensity cat heory. Table 5. A comparison of msean track forecast errors (km) by

different methods for the homoqeneous sample of 300 cases.

Intensity From the barotropic model forecasts, the operational layer-
Class (ab) • 975 955-975 - 955 mean is the 1000-100 ab DLU (fixed for all cases). and the

optimum layer-mean (variable in each case) to based on the
no. of cases 100 100 100 intensity stratification of Table 3. The official forecasts

were &ad* from operational initial positions and all othersJAver-reaqn (ab) from best track positions.

1000-100 6 (32) a (16) 16 (8) Forecast interval (bra) 1a al U6 It

850-200 5 (27) 10 (a) 23 (S) Mto

5030 6 1: 201 2
Persistence 87 203 358 505

f50-400 21 (8 31 1 12) ficial 94 201 260 382
850-500 36 (4) 13 (11) 3 (24) oeainllyrm n 9 9 6 Soeaonlly-Nn 93 l3 27 359

700-400 12 :7) 14((20) 4 (22) Optimum layer-me6a $1 172 230 319
700-500 14 5 4 (32) 3 27
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experiments consist of including future intensity 5. DISCUSSION

information from best crack, official forecasts,

and an experimental intensity forecast scheme. The The results show that the initialization of a
beat track results will provide an estimate of the barotropic tropical cyclone track forecast model
maximum impact possible, while the latter two with a variable-depth wind analysis that best
methods will give an idea of what is practical and approximates the environmental steering can
achievable given the current state of intensity significantly reduce the KFE relative to a 'fixed.
forecasting, depth" analysis. The current operational scheme at

The future intensity information is the Australian Bureau of Meteorology utilizes a
incorporated into the prediction scheme in the 1000-100 mb DLM in all forecast situations
following way: the model is initialized with all regardless of intensity, as does the operational
three optimum layer-means as described in Table 3. reg ar otensit asdes t atin
Sidultaneous integrations (parallel runs) of the SANteR barotropic model (Sanders et al. 1975) in
large scale flow (barotropic) are performed, with the Atlantic and eastern North Pacific basins.
the point trajectory forecast component only This study shows that the selection of the optimum
operating on the layer-mean field appropriate to wind analysis is dependent on storm intensity,

the initial intensity class. When the intensity with tropospheric layer-means outperforming

class changes during the forecast, the trajectory single-level analyses. The model MFE for weaker

forecast switches to the corresponding optimum systems (> 975 mb) are minimized using the 850-500

layer-mean field at that point, and the mb layer-mean, while the optimal wind analysis for

integration continues. This method, in effect, very intense storms (< 955 mb) is the 850-300 •b

keeps the point (storm center) trajectory forecast layer-mean.

on the optimum layer-mean throughout the These findings for the Australian region

integration. Of course, improvements in IFE will support the intuitive concept that the depth of

depend on the ability to accurately forecast the environmental steering increases with tropical
dfuture intensity cyclone intensity. The fact that a strong

The results of these experiments are relationship was found in this tropical cyclone
presented in Table 6. It is shown that by using basin, which is characterized by relatively weak

best track future intensity information, the MFE environmental flow regimes and erratic tracks,

are lowered by an additional 8-12 % relative to suggests the basic concept would apply in other

the fixed optimum layer-mean. Using official basins. In fact, Dong and Neumann (1986) found

forecasts of intensity, MFE are not significantly similar results in the Atlantic, although their

changed, reflecting the lack of skill by current stratifications and optimal layer-means differed

operational methods. However, employing intensity somewhat.

forecasts from an experimental statistical (Markov There are physical and environmental factors

Chain) scheme (Leslie et al. 1991), modest which can affect the basic relationships and

improvements in the MFE are found (3-6 %). It optimum steering layer-means. Some of these (storm

should be noted that these results apply only to latitude, intensity tendency, season, specific

cases with subsequent intensity class changes, and area of development, and environmental easterlies

are not reflective of the impact on the entire 300 versus westerlies regimes) will be a subject of

case sample, 2/3 of which were not characterized future work, and can be incorporated into the
operational schemes. There are other situations

by intensity class (optimum layer-mean) changes. that could lead to deviations from the above

results in individual storm events. Initial
analysis and intensity estimate uncertainties
(Holland 1981), land effects (Holland 1984),
strongly sheared environments (Chan and Gray
1982), or subtropical "hybrid" developments might

require special considerations.
The tropical cyclone vortex was eliminated

en trac'k forecast errors (kma) an a 97 case from the flow field in our study to isolate the

asaple whMre the observed (beat track) tropical cyclone effects on forecast motion exclusively by the
intensity chanqed at least one class during the 42-h environmental flow. Thus, we have not considered
forecast. Each set of KFE are a result of the barotropic
model run with different input data. the potential effects of the variable-depthanalyses on the component of tropical cyclone

Forecast interval (hra) 24 36 46 motion associated with vortex propogation (Chan
and Williams 1987; Fiorino and Elsberry 1989).I However, these findings may be important to

operational (f000-i00nlab) layer-9men studies of the interaction of the vortex with the
with no future intensity date 195 277 364 environment by more accurately defining the basic
Oplt ius layer-mean (from Table 3) flow.
with no future intensity data 194 253 337 f From an operational standpoint, the
optimum layer-mean with best-track
future intensity data 163 232 305 performance of the barotropic track forecast mod

Optirun layer-mean with official with the inclusion of the intensity information

forecast cf future intensity 156 249 339 should boost the confidence Australian forecaste.Soptimum layer-meAn with Markov Chain have in the ability of these simple models to
(:recast of future intensity 177 242 326

1
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Western North Pacific Tropical Cyclone Intensity Estimation
From NOAA Polar Orbiting Satellite Microwave Data

Christopher S. Velden
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Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies
University of Wisconsin-Space Science and Engineering Center

Madison, Wisconsin

.INTRODUCTION Air Force reconnaissance center fixes and
minimum sea level pressures (MSLP) have been

The ability of satellite-borne passive compiled at Colorado State University and were made
microwave radiometers to delineate the upper- available to us. Surface pressure anomalies

tropospheric warm core of tropical cyclones has (APsfc) are determined by subtracting the MSLP from
been demonstrated in numerous case studies the environmental surface pressure, as determined
(Rozenkranz et al., 1978; Kidder 1979; Grody and from operational Western Pacific surface analysesI "' on archive at the University of Wisconsin
Shen, 1982 and others). Velden (1989) presents a

detailed qualitative description of North Atlantic Department of Meteorology. Estimates of the
cases, and expands upon previous work (Kidder 1979; maximum surface wind speed (Vmax) are obtained from
Velden and Smith, 1983) in developing quantitative post-analyzed "best track" information. Where
relationships between the satellite-observed upper- possible, the aircraft-observed eye diameter and

tropospheric thermal anomaly and reconnaissance the MSLP tendency from consecutive reconnaissance

measured surface intensity. Standard errors of missions are recorded as ancillary data and
estimate were found to be 8 mb and 13 kes for examined for their influence on the statisticalsurface pressure and maximum wind speed estimates, relationships. The eye diameter is also a critical

urfespectively, input parameter to the physical model described in
respctivly.section 4.

With the need for alternate techniques to
monitor storm intensity due to the discontinuance 3. STATISTICAL METHOD
of aircraft reconnaissance missions into western
North Pacific tropical cyclones, it was natural to This procedure involves determining the
investigate the possible applications of the strength of the upper-tropospheric warm anomaly in
microwave data in this region. The research the tropical cyclone center as observed in the
presented in this paper examines cases in which satellite microwave data, and correlating it with
NOAA polar-orbiting satellite Microwave Sounding the aircraft-observed MSLP and best track V
Unit (MSU) observations were obtained during 1980- armranom stren basd on micrave-omaxn
1984 western North Pacific tropical cyclones. Warm anomaly strengths based on microwave-only

1984 w ester Notho Pifi estricaig cyloonitens, y soundings have been shown to be superior to those
Two methods for estimating typhoon intensity based on the raw MSU radiances (Velden et al.

Sare presented, and both rely on the premise that 1990). Soundings are produced interactively on the
the strength of the warm anomaly in the typhoon eye Man computer Interactive Data Access System
region is directly related to the surface pressure (McIDAS. Suomi et al. 1983), using the physical
via hydrostatic balance. The first method is the itera t , s u o n of Sm. 19 70) whi ch t ae s
same as was applied in the Atlantic by Velden ieaieslto fSih(90 hc ae
(1989), which derives relationships by advantage of all four microwave channels available
statistically correlating the magnitude of the and contains built-in precipitation attenuation
statetcllte-observedating ue el maru core wthe checks. Most of the microwave radiance information
satellite-observed upper-level warm care with provided to the retrieval algorithm near the level
surface intensity. The second method, which is of maximum warming in the tropical cyclone center
rstill under development, uses a foward model of the (250 mb) is supplied by the 54.96 GHz channel (MSU
relationship between the variable horizontal channel 3). Some examples of the 54.96 GHz
temperature structure of typhoons and the MSU radiance signal over typhoons in imagery format is
antenna pattern in an attempt to explicitly account presented in Fig. 1. For each of the 82 cases, a
for the coarse radiometer resolution (relative to microwave sounding is generated in the eye, and at
the typhoon eye). The performance of the two 10 environmental locations surrounding the storm
models on a homogeneous sample will be presented at which are not affected by the core warming,
the meeting. typically at a 600-1000 km radius. The values of

the 250 mb temperature at the 10 environmental
2. DATA SAMPLE locations are averaged, and this value is

subtracted from the 250 mb temperature derived in
Satellite overpasses of western North Pacific the eye sounding. The resulting quantity (AT250 )

tropical cyclones from 1980 through 1984 were is a measure of the tropical cyclone upper-level
requested from the NOAA Satellite Data Services warm anomaly as depicted by the microwave data. A
Division (SDSD) for cases where the tropical detailed description of the procedure may be found
cyclone center was within 6 degrees longitude of in Velden and Smith (1983).
the satellite subpoint, and an aircraft Several classes of statistical models are
reconnaissance observation was available near the derived, each using successively more ancillary
time of the overpass. A total of 82 cases covering information in an attempt to reduce the error of
a wide range of intensities satisfied the above estimate. The basic relationships that are derived
criteria and constitute the date sample in this only require knowledge of the tropical cyclone
study.
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SFig. 
i. Examples of NOAA satellite NSU 54.96 GHz imagery

over selected western North Pacific super-typhoons. The warmcores are represented by the darX areas.
latitude and the sacellite-derived AT250, which are As a result. the standard error is lowered by
available for all 82 cases. The next class adds an almost 1/2 mb with the inclusion of this term. Aeye diameter term (in this study determined by second nonlinear term (AT250 * LAT) also providesaircraft reconnaissance), which reduces the sample statistically significant information to the modelt o 52 cases when an eye was observed. Finally, a and reduces the error by .6 mb (sequence 3). Thefurther stratification is based on surface final model which Includes all linear and nonlinear
intensity tendency (also taken from reconnaissance terms (sequence 4) results in an overall reductionreports), reducing the sample for this class to 44 of the standard error to 13.2 mb.cases. A sequence of statistical relationships The 13.2 mb standard error does notS beginning with a simple linear model (AT250 versus necessarily reflect the accuracy that might beApsfc or V...) is presented for each class. expected if the technique were to be used in a

typical operational setting. Examination of our 823.1 Basic Relationships case sample relative to climatology reveals thatour sample is biased towards more intense storms.We first consider the simplest regression Since the stronger storms tend to lead to larger
mode Is us in& all 82 cases. Figure 2 shows scatter errors, the overall standard error of our sampleplots of the relationship between the satellite- (sequence 4) will also be biased high. To accountdepicted AT250 and the surface parameters aPsfc and for this, the model coefficients are re-derived byS Vmax. The statistical model coefficients and weighting the sample intensity distribution to be
errors of estimate for AT250 regressed against more representative of a climatologicalt•Psfc and Vmax are given in Tables 1 and 2, distribution from the period in which are casesrespectively. were selected. The resulting model is given inSConsidering the APsfc parameter, the simple sequence 5. The regression coefficients change
linear model (sequence 1 in Table 1) yields a very little from that in sequence 4, however, the
standard error of 14.1 mb. To allow for the standard error is 1.8 mb lower.
apparent nonlinearity in the relationship beyond 5 The regression models for Vmax shown in Tabledegrees evident in Fig. 2, a stepvise multiple I follow a similar development. The linear modelregression is used to select coefficients of a low yields a standard error of 17.3 kts, which is
order polynomial which are significant above the reduced to 15.4 kts when nonlinear terms are95% confidence limit. A quadratic function of incorporated (sequence 4). The model standardAT250 was found to yield the "be It" fit (sequence error is reduced to 13.4 kts when an adjustment isS 2). The additional term (aT250)* has a minimal made to remove the high intensity bias in our
impact on low values of AT250, but helps to reduce sample (sequence 5).
the intensity estimates for large values of AT250.
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The slopes of the regression models are
dependent upon how fully the actual eye warming is
being resolved in the satellite radiances. The Tale L Coefficients and Oeror ChnCcct4CLStLc for the cS tionob•p
b r o a d e r t h e h o r i z o n t a l e x t e n t o f t h e m a x im u m b et. w e 12 5 " Of , a ll o t t s. o 12 c lae . I-a tRa (1. ch. to

warning In the core region (typically 10-70 ka),
* the more fully resolved it will be in the HSU of .. ploL-4d varln•o. ad S" iotb. 6.."C,, .,f of ..sN•t (--a )

observations (110 km hor. resolution at nadir). mc ,,,Le ,"-oos,* and So for osFgf ro. 41 and 27mas ,,•oc•tly The

Given this concept, ancillary data that provides final relationshp 5) to r-js. ved iae djtsd ..s

additional information about the size or structure
of the warm core anomaly should improve upon the b.a.s "a c limcalogicsl intaenity di.tribabl.

* basic relationships, and this is examined next.

3.2 Effects of Including Eye Size s,"-* Vari&W. Coeffcient t2 so

1 Conscgt I Zb

Reconnaissance reports of eye diameter were At250 9 7t 13 14 1

available in 52 of our 82 cases. Based on this
sample, the regression models are re-derived with 2 Consta.n 119

the inclusion of an eye size term. Adding an eye•AT250 11 28
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Fig. 2. a) Scatter plot showing the relationship (ATZo
0
)
2  

40

between the 250 mb satellite-derived temperature AT250*-AT 22 70 13

anomaly (AT2 5 0 ) and the reconnaissance-observed
surface pressure anomaly (APscf) in western North
Pacific tropical cyclones. b) Same as a), except Co.oasn 2& ,
for AT2 5 0 versus Veax, where Vmax is the maximum AT.o0 21 30

sustained winds from best track data. D's represent (aT'
3 0 )2 41

teady deepeners and F's represent steady fillers.
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size term to the Vmax model yields no significant
improvement (95% level), and therefore its analysis Tabie 4. Cotftci.e. , .rr 1.g€ro eg the rolsrl..45*
is not shown. However. the addiLion of an eye size bec""e &T2so a.g AD*i 17 - Ca s-a10 *f .SCOeldy filling soies
term to the APsfc model results in a standard error t2 to th fr.eti.- t e-Pi.ime .risaar." eg s is the sgoearg *rrcr at

reduction of .6 mb (compare sequences 3 and 4 of
Table 3). while adding 2% of explained variance. ,,t--c, (6). *& ,,wen *.i ,- s. feru 5,. e.g ,0 1
While the effects of the eye size term are small on -b. rertcivLy.

this sample, it is shown below that this term adds
important information in cases of steadily So" -* r coeffce nt a 0$

deepening tropical cyclones. s Cerg-•g , ,3
I Coumasiam3

3.3 Effects of Stratification Based on Intensity 8T59 s.4 40 13.6

Tendency

The regression models for the steadily filling eg 6.,8

storms (17 cases) are shown in Tables 4 and 5. The AT2 o0  155.0

overall correlations are higher and the standard AT23LAT -.27 Ist

errors significantly reduced over that of the
models which did not incorporate any past intensity
information (Tables 1 and 2). This is not C-4 .4,3,

surprising since filling storms generally exhibit 29.34

larger warm cores as discussed previously, and thus (eT2de)2 .1.03
are more fully and consistently resolved by the MSU
observations. These results are an indication that AT

2 50
0oT .h. .90 95

this intensity estimation method will work the best
for this class of storms. Table 5 CoofficLerif e-M error ¢ia.rgCoalsclcs for the reLteionship

The regression models (APsfc) for the steadily
deepening storms (17 cases) are shown in Table 6. er.,, AT 3 o e 9~ - o 1 €,e •1o ef ,,,k fllg
(No statistically significant correlations were a2 is rho fteCron of 6xPkeined ocrtene. and SE Is the standerd error of

found for any of the AT 2 5 0 versus Vmax models). In ;*.Cit. (ki.). s ee1. ep. reg e.nd SE 39fr Vao -r 19 a and 29 6

general. the error characteristics are cor ".derably te respectively.

larger than those associated with the filling
systems. Only the linear and eye size terms, and
no nonlinear terms, were found to be statistically Seaq.n Variable l Cffticg '2 st
signific nt contributers to the reduction of the I Cooent .84
standard error. This may in part be due to the
sample distribution. All 17 cases fall within a 82a 21 .14 is 3
AT 2 5 0 range of 2-5 C, where the relationships show

a linear tendency (Fig. 2). The sensitivity of the 2 Co.r,,,t 48 12

relationship to eye size in this class is very s 16 3

apparent, explaining an additional 21% of the
variance (compare sequences 2 and 3). T250 *LAT . 34 83 12.3
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4. PHYSICAL METHOD The horizontal retrieval is performed by

The statistical methods described inverting

above have two limitations. First, as R - fAre R(x.y) F (xy) dArea
described in section 3.1, the coarse
horizontal and vertical resolution of the using the nonlinear retrieval equation of

microwave sounder results in an averaging Rodgers (1976)

across the region of peak warming (Fig.
3), such that the measured eye temperature Xnti = X. + S. K.T(K. S. K.T + S.)L(R - R. - K. (X.- X.)]

is less than the actual temperature. The
second limitation is that ground truth where
aircraft estimates are necessary to
develop the relationships. X =+1 - n+l estimate of structure parameters

2 (R., AR, A, and b),

s ----- X. - background (constraint) values of
0 ---- structure parameters,
I•sO :i|..---------------- - -........

o S, - covariance of X.,

R - observations,

2 ... ... S - covariance of Y,

IR nth estimate of observations fromI2 forward model operating on X,,

... ,. iaRn
6oo i..... Kn " l -

I 7• aXn
700 ... .. .. ..

0 The background values X. and covariance

11 o 2matrix S, were chosen based on application of
300 IO RAOIS. km (SOuTH) (1) to the upper-tropospheric flight profiles

Fig. 3. Cross section in radius and height of mentioned above. Simulation of retrievals

temperature anomalies in Hurricane Inez (1966) for these cases showed that better results

based on rawinsondes (located at black dots on were obtained if the aircraft observed eye

abscissa), aircraft flights in the low, middle, and radius and a reduced variance were used for

upper troposphere (within rectangular outline, A in place of the mean value for the entire

Hawkins and Imbembo 1976), and the mean hurricane sample.

stratospheric structure from Koteswaram (1967). AR can either be used directly to form

Anomalies are relative to the mean annual sounding a statistical relationship with arsfc, or an

for the West Indies (Jorden 1958). If Inez were additional sounding retrieval step and

viewed at nadir and centered in the antenna hypsometric integration made to estimate

footprint, roughly half of the energy received by APsfc directly. At present, we have only

MSU1 channel 3 would come from inside the oval tested the horizontal retrieval portion on a
I marked by the heavy line. small subset of the statistical model sample,

The physical retrieval process can be and have not yet attempted the eye sounding

divided into two parts; a horizontal retrieval.

structure retrieval (henceforth called simply A preliminary test of the horizantal

"horizontal retrieval") and an eye sounding retrieval concept has been made by selecting

retrieval. The purpose of the horizontal ten typhoon cases from the 82 case sample

retrieval is to extract the distribution of used to develop the statistical model. These

radiances which would be observed by a cases were chosen to represent a range of

radiometer having perfect horizontal intensities and intensity tendencies.

resolution from the measured raw (limb-cor- Retrievals were made for each using several

rected) radiances. The sought-after radiance guess and covariance options. A single
distribution as a function of radius R(r) is retrieval takes about 5 minutes on an IBM

PS/2 Model 70. The results are evaluated by
modeled as correlating the retrieved radiances (aR) and

A bcentral pressure reductions APsfc, and

R(r) - R., + AR C 1 - exp- )b (1) comparing these correlations with those using
the raw radiances (NR) and the C&T250] and Ap
relationships found in the previous section.

where Re is the environmental radiance or These comparisons are summarized in Table 7.

brightness temperature, AR is the maximum From these preliminary results we
(eye) radiance minus R., A is the hori- conclude that the physical method is slightly

zontal scale of the warming, and b is a shape superior to a linear fit of the raw radiances
parameter. Holland (1980) fitted this (HR) and the statistical model (&T250].

function to surface pressure distributions, Though the differences in explained variance

and it has since been applied to temperature between the experiments are not statistically

profiles measured by aircraft at 180-240 mb significant for such a small sample, we

(flights described in Shea and Gray 1973) and conclude that the horizontal structure

found to fit them acceptably, given suitable retrieval concept is practical and worthy of

choices of R.,, AR, A, and b. additional work.

I



Table 7. Sumry of the relationsi•ps between raw (N) Hawkins, H.F., and S.M. Imbembo, 1976: Theand horkzontally retrieved NSU-1 radience anomalies (Rh),vertically retrieved 250 us temperature anomalies (TI) from lie structure of small intensecorrected "= observationa falls), and *e level pressure anoealy hurricane Inez 1966. n .e(Ad ft c) tar ten sele cted typh ao c cause . 1s 0-04.

paraester Description hpredicted Arufc Hla SP artef h©a~ •~c~rm~n strucur corrla~tion ". I•Crro Holland, G.,7., 1980: An analytic model of
I ' the wind and pressure profiles in

h rntaw radiese (n. hurricanes. H2D.. VIL, Ray., I8I,borisontel retrievi o.697 21.1 ab 1212-1218.
I Observedeye radius non- Jorden, C.L., 1958: Mean soundings for thesave covariances. anomaly West Indies area. J . Meteor.,trem 1000 km radius veue .o20 16.9 e 91-97.

TI ' 25 free satatistical 0.7S7 19.3 ho Kidder, S.Q., 1979: Determination ofmodel tropical cyclone central pressureand winds from satellite microwave
Sample smtandard deviation 2.5 ob data. Atmos. Sci. Paper No. 317,

Col. St. Univ., Fort Collins, CO
5. DISCUSSION 80523.Koteswaram, P., 1967: On the structure of

Two methods are presented in this hurricanes in the upper
paper whereby estimates of western North troposphere and lower
Pacific tropical cyclone intensity can be stratosphere. an lwea. r v., 5,made using microwave observations from 541-564.NOAA polar orbiting satellites. The first Martin, J., 1988: Tropical cyclone
method involves deriving statistical observation and forecasting with
relationships between the satellite- and without aircraftdepicted upper-tropospheric warm core reconnaissance. Atmos. Sci. Paper.anomaly and the observed surface No. 428, Col. St. Univ., Fort
intensity, and yields standard errors of Collins, CO 80523, 114 pp.around 13 mb and 15 kts for estimates of Miller, B.I., 1964: A study of the fillingthe surface pressure anomaly and maximum of Hurricane Donna (1960) overwinds, respectively. These errors are land. =n. Wa. Reay., 92, 389-406.
reduced to approximately 11 mb and 13 kts Rodgers, C.D., 1976: Retrieval of
when adjustments are made to the sample to atmospheric temperature andmore appropriately represent a typical composition from remotewestern North Pacific tropical cyclone measurements of thermal
intensity distribution. Further reduction radiation. Rev. Geory. and Space
in errors result when ancillary data such Ehy.., 14, 609-624.
as eye size and intensity tendency are Rozenkranz, P.W., D.H. Staelin, and N.C.incorporated into the regression models. Grody, 1978: Typhoon June (1975)Best results are achieved when the method viewed by a scanning microwave
is applied to filling storms, with the spectrometer. J. oy. Res.,
standard error of estimate of the surface 1857-1868.
pressure anomaly reduced to 9.5 mb. In Shea, D.J. and W.M. Gray, 1973: Thedeepening systems, the characteristic hurricane's inner core region. a:
concentrated warm core is inconsistently Symmetric and asymmetric
resolved by the MSU observations, structure. J. Atmos. 3 -0,resulting in a much higher standard error. 1544-1564.The second method, still under Smith, W.L., 1970: Iterative solution of
development, attempts to account for the radiative transfer equation

* variability in warm core structure by for temperature and absorbing gas
explicitly modeling the interaction profiles of an atmosphere.
between the warm core and the antenna Oproies, o, 1993-1999.pattern. A nonlinear retrieval method is Suomi, V.E., R. Fox, S.S. Limaye, and W.L.
used to solve for the environmental and Smith, 1983: McIDAS III: A modern
core brightness temperature and the warm interactive data access andanomaly size and shape which produce model analysis system. J. linm. ADD=.radiances which best match the observed Meteor., 22, 765-778.
ones. This method may be better able to Velden, C.S., and W.L. Smith, 1983:cope with inter-storm and inter-basin Monitoring tropical cyclonevariability, and is the only way in which evolution with NOAA satellite
intensity estimates from microwave microwave observations. J. Clim.
sounders will be possible without ground Al.- Meteor., 22, 714-724.
truth from aircraft also being available. Velden, C.S., 1989: Observational analyses
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